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Editorial

The Shock of the New

WITH SURPRISING ALACRITY, WE HAVE PRODUCED ISSUE 40 OF TIDES OF TIME WITHIN A FEW MONTHS OF THE LAST,
AN ACHIEVEMENT ENTIRELY DOWN TO THE ENTHUSIASM OF THE CONTRIBUTORS. Thank you! This is a longer

issue than expected, partly thanks to Murray Gold turning up at the Union, but I’ve still carried
over some submissions until next time. I can promise more articles on alien biology and on
comics from James, and I hope to have finished the second and concluding instalment of the
saga of the Sisterhood of Karn and their Cyberman patient.
Here in Oxford, we’re a few weeks into a new academic year. Hello in particular to the freshers
of 2017/18. This magazine is for them, their predecessors and successors to share their ideas
about Doctor Who and its allied universes with each other and the world. Hello as well to those
from beyond the dreaming spires who have bought this irregular periodical, or who have
downloaded it once supplies of the print edition have been exhausted.
It is all change at the moment, with Peter Capaldi’s Twelfth Doctor just over two months away
from becoming Jodie Whittaker’s Thirteenth. Enthusiasm for Jodie Whittaker’s casting seems
widespread. Some media commentators have argued that for all the tabloid fuss about
‘REGENDERATION’ (The Sun), Jodie Whittaker is a fairly conservative choice for the role of the
Doctor. She’s white British, an established face on the screen as well as stage. She is noticeably
northern English in speech like one of her predecessors in particular, Christopher Eccleston (and
listen for various northern vowels and stresses in the speech of Tom Baker, Colin Baker and Paul
McGann too). There’s truth in this, but there’s still surprise in Jodie Whittaker’s casting. She’s
someone that experienced television watchers think they know, but it’s difficult to envisage how
she will bring to the Doctor anything of the people we’ve seen her play so far. The decision to
cast three mould-reshaping ‘new friends’, announced just days before this issue went to press, in
the shapes of Bradley Walsh as Graham, Mandeep Gill as Yasmin, and Tosin Cole as Ryan,
suggests that there will be other moments of tantalising dissonance for long-term fans in the
Doctor Who of new showrunner Chris Chibnall.
As for this issue, I’ll let the articles and stories
speak for themselves, other than to highlight
this issue’s guest author from outside Oxford,
Nathan Mullins, who has contributed to Doctor
Who fiction anthologies. Here, Nathan takes the
Fourth Doctor and the First Romana to Loch
Ness – but not to meet the Zygons.
Thanks also go to my copy and proof editors. I
will have to collaborate more next time as the
book deadline (a Black Archive volume on The
Time Warrior) looms. My plans for a shared
template collapsed as I couldn’t find a style I
Peter Capaldi at San Diego ComicCon International,
liked and so I’ve fallen back on last time’s layout,
2017. Picture by Gage Skidmore, who also took the
with one or two changes. Contributions please
photograph of Capaldi and Steven Moffat on the back
to the address on page two.
cover. https://flic.kr/p/X4srnp (CC BY-SA 2.0)
We’ve also performed a U-turn on the policy
introduced when I was editor the first time
round earlier this century, and have now returned the magazine to beIng paid-for. This should
help protect the society budget and also help in the return to print. Thanks to all at the Oxford
Print Studio for making this first full-colour print edition of Tides a reality.
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‘It’s not PC gone mad.
It about time.’

Beth Graham thinks everybody should just get used to the Doctor
being a woman and enjoy the programme
IN MY HOUSEHOLD, WE KNEW WHEN WE SAW HER HIPS. Others realized when they saw her
outstretched palm. For the majority, it was an agonising wait until they saw the new face of
our beloved Doctor and discovered that the actor with the key to the TARDIS was a
woman: Jodie Whittaker.

‘It’s a girl!’
The backlash was almost as immediate as the whoops of joy. I believe that everyone is
entitled to their opinion, but I want to address concerns some people may have and tell
those people that they are wrong. Casting Jodie Whittaker as the Doctor is not political
correctness gone mad. Instead, it is about time that a woman played the role. For those
who argue that Jodie got the role because she is a woman, I highly recommend that you
give Broadchurch Season One or the new drama Trust Me a try and realize that she is a
talented actress who can handle a character as multi-faceted and complex as the Doctor.
Half of the world is female, 45% of our medical doctors are girls so why it is so bad for less
than 8% of the Doctor’s faces (so far) to be female?

‘It’s TimeLORD not TimeLADY!’
The existence of Missy alone proves that it is canonical for the Doctor to regenerate
into a woman. Of course, there are critics who claim ‘that was the Master and the Master is
different’, because the Master is not the protagonist of the series. I believe that the Doctor
and the Master have to be understood as both sides of the same coin: yet one is the hero
and one is the villain. Yes, the hero is stereotypically male but the Doctor is no stereotypical hero. The Doctor acts with compassion and use brains over brawn, in order to find
solutions to problems instead of merely killing the issue or moving it elsewhere. Having a
female Doctor gives us the chance to further explore the emotions that come with being
the Doctor, exploiting the higher emotional IQ that women tend to have to explore the
feelings of guilt, triumph and loss that haunt the Doctor. I sincerely hope that Chris
Chibnall and Jodie Whittaker embrace the fact that women are different from men, and
The Tides of Time •
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use those differences to show different strengths in the Doctor. The Doctor has never
defined themselves by being able to lift heavy bars out of the way, but by thinking their
way out of the situation, or better yet avoiding it in the first place. In the same way that
Michelle Gomez proved that a woman can play every part of the flawed villain, Whittaker
can play every part of our flawed hero.

‘We’d better have a male companion now!’
Rory Williams was the ultimate male companion in my eyes. He was loyal to the Doctor
whilst remaining true to himself, he developed as a person and a character and he was
never threatened by the strong females in his life (those being his wife Amy and daughter
River Song). If we were to have a male companion I would like us to have another man
like Rory, someone who trusts the Doctor because they are the Doctor and not because
they are the alpha male. To have a male companion will need careful writing because it
would be easy to write an ‘and the guy saves the day’ narrative over and over again, and
this could be damaging to young girls watching the show. Young girls have spent over ten
years playing the companion now. Surely the last thing needed when giving a woman the
lead is to reinforce the message that a woman still needs a man to help her. This is not to
say that having a female companion doesn’t present its own risks. Would half the audience
be alienated by the lack of a male identification figure? In the end this is Doctor Who, not
The Powerpuff Girls. On balance,
whoever the new production team cast,
good scriptwriting, well rounded
characters who develop as the season
progresses and the avoidance of stereotypes are all crucial. This is Chris
Chibnall’s challenge and I look forward
to seeing how he goes about it.
Are we sure this isn’t The Powerpuff Girls? Image by
lumos5001 on tumblr, and used with permission. See
http://lumos5001.tumblr.com/post/67655026328/lum
os5001-50-years-of-who-with-all-the

Heroes in their own stories

As one of a long line of girls to have
sat on the Oxford Doctor Who Society
committee, I know that being female is
no barrier to loving the show and nor should it be a barrier to being the Doctor. I can’t
wait to see young girls realising that they are the hero in their own stories and I can’t wait
to see young boys realise that mum is just as awesome as dad. For those who are still
sceptical, join us in watching the first episode, go in with an open mind and allow yourself
to get lost in the story instead of the politics surrounding the casting. Doctor Who will
always be about the adventures that the TARDIS takes everyone on, opening our eyes to
new worlds and the Doctor will always be the Doctor. So, from one girl for whom Doctor
Who is life to another, good luck to number thirteen.
The Tides of Time •
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‘Your petty human
obsession’
There’s a first time for everything, says Georgia Harper – and a last
time for sexism
IN SOME WAYS, IT IS FRUSTRATING THAT SO MUCH
DISCUSSION OF JODIE WHITTAKER’S CASTING AS
THE THIRTEENTH DOCTOR HAS REVOLVED
ENTIRELY AROUND HER GENDER, WITH HEADLINES
AND CONVERSATIONS ALIKE ATTRIBUTING THE
ROLE TO ‘A WOMAN’ RATHER THAN HER NAME. In

the most recent series, the Twelfth Doctor
declared that Time Lords were ‘billions of years
beyond your petty human obsession with gender’,
treating it as a forgettable minor detail, and I hope
this attitude is maintained in Thirteen’s reaction
to her regeneration this Christmas.
At the same time, however, the fact that
Whittaker is the first woman to star as the Doctor
is a huge part of why this summer’s reveal video
still gives me goosebumps. Perhaps it shouldn’t be
such a big step forward, but the intensity of
Some recent Doctor Who Magazines,
including issue 516 introducing Jodie
reactions to Whittaker’s casting, from the videos
Whittaker as the Doctor-designate. (We’ll
of young girls excited to see themselves as the
see ‘Jodie Whittaker is the Doctor!’ once
Peter Capaldi’s last episode has been broad- hero to the vitriolic backlash of a small but vocal
cast. ) There was disquiet in some circles
minority, only highlights its importance in
over the main cover line – will the new
challenging misogynist views. (For that reason,
Doctor be as ‘old-fashioned’ as Missy?
comments by outgoing showrunner Steven
Moffat amongst others denying any backlash, although well-intentioned, came across to
me as belittling and unhelpful.) Looking ahead, I am particularly relieved that whoever
follows Jodie Whittaker, there will not have to be another ‘First Female Doctor’. We will
be able to speculate about future regenerations without having to put up with the same old
The Tides of Time •
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sexist arguments, and the next female Doctor can play the role without the pressure of
representing her entire gender to a subsection of viewers looking for reasons to criticise.
Fortunately, the Doctor is in very capable hands. Jodie Whittaker recently impressed
critics and viewers alike in the BBC serial Trust Me – in which, coincidentally, she played a
doctor who had stolen her identity and qualifications from someone else. For those still
yet to see it, I also thoroughly recommend ITV’s Broadchurch, written by incoming Doctor
Who showrunner Chris Chibnall and also starring a host of other Who actors.
With Series Eleven being Chibnall’s first as showrunner, and the inevitable introduction
of a new companion (or several), the new Doctor will be just one of many changes to the
show, making speculation difficult. Hopefully, Twice Upon a Time will leave enough time
post-regeneration to provide us with more of an insight into the Thirteenth Doctor’s
character and how Whittaker will play the role. One thing’s for sure, though – I haven’t
been this excited for a Christmas special in years.

Lots of planets have a north (still)
I hadn’t taken the rumours that Jodie Whittaker was to play the Doctor seriously at first.
When Jodie Whittaker’s name first came up, I assumed it was the result of someone doing
another trawl through Broadchurch cast members and thinking, well, if Chris Chibnall
doesn’t cast Olivia Colman, who might be next?
Of course, and happily, there was more to it. I’m glad, because from what I’ve seen of
Jodie Whittaker, she’s a very versatile performer and I have no inkling of how she will play
the Doctor. While I can imagine her as an exuberant lass from the West Riding of Gallifrey,
living life to its fullest, sharp of wit and broad of voice and gesture, that’s only my imagination and Whittaker is capable of so much.
I was disappointed that a small number of senior Doctor Who fans were quick to
denounce Jodie’s casting. I think they are tied to an understanding of the part rooted in
the society into which Doctor Who was born, when the Doctor was about the only
youngster’s hero who was not a gunslinging cowboy, a knight, or a soldier of Empire, the
World Wars or the taskforces of the imagined future. For some boys, those not inclined to
guns and swords but wanting to reject the implication that they were cowards, the
Doctor’s bravery of intellect and his use of wit to ensure right triumphed over might were
very important. Yet now there are other flavours of heroism in popular culture and the
values the Doctor represents will benefit from being Everywoman’s as much as
Everyman’s.
As for my immediate
reaction? I was at my
sister’s at the time the
reveal was transmitted, and
she took the photograph of
me to the left in this
boxout. I think you can see
my smile.
Matthew Kilburn
The Tides of Time •
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Female Doctors
A personal fandom journey by Louise Dennis
THE CONCEPT OF A FEMALE DOCTOR WHO FIRST FLOATED ACROSS THE PUBLIC IMAGINATION WHEN TOM BAKER FAMOUSLY WISHED HIS SUCCESSOR LUCK ‘WHOEVER HE OR SHE
MIGHT BE’. I wish I could say I had a clear memory of what I thought about this. This was
several months before I first bought a copy of Doctor Who Monthly (as Doctor Who Magazine then was) and began to consider myself a ‘fan’ of the show. I do remember the remark being discussed in fan circles, mostly as a famous tease rather than a serious
proposition, but I don’t recall either excitement or horror. I think I just considered it a
joke and got on with worrying about more important matters, like UNIT dating.

Kim Binsted is the Doctor!
Nearly fifteen years later, in 1994, I would be studying for a PhD in Artificial
Intelligence at the University of Edinburgh. Kim Binsted was in the year above me and
had picked the extremely cool PhD topic of getting a computer program to generate jokes.
I seem to recall it got very good at lame puns.
Q What do you call a television show about Weetabix?
A A cereal serial.

A newspaper cutting showing Kim Binsted as the Doctor in Doctor Who:
The Final Score at the Bedlam Theatre, Edinburgh, in 1994. Thanks to Kim
and to Kate O’Mara.
The Tides of Time •
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Unsurprisingly perhaps,
Kim spent her spare time
on the amateur stand-up
and drama circuits. It was
through Kim that I first saw
Mitch Benn live when he
was one half of ‘Kendal
Mitch Cake’. And it was
because of Kim that a whole
group of us ended up
watching a performance of
Doctor Who: The Final
Score at the student-run
Bedlam Theatre. I recall
being somewhat dubious

about this. It was to feature three Doctors (one female and played by Kim) and I vaguely
recall her reassuring me that the play had been written by ‘a fan’ who knew his stuff.
Of the three actors playing the Doctor, Kim was the best. After that point, I was firmly
in favour of the existence of a female Doctor at some point. There's probably nothing like
watching two fairly mediocre
male Doctors and one much
better female one in the same
production to convince one that
gender is not a defining feature
of the role. I liked Kim’s stylish
outfit (leggings and tails, if I
remember correctly), her
businesslike air and her
exasperation with everyone's
initial first reaction: ‘but you're a
woman’. If I remember correctly
the Brigadier only got as far as
‘but you’re a...’ before the
Louise’s photograph of the flyer for Doctor Who: The Final Score,
Doctor narrowed her eyes and
Bedlam Theatre, Edinburgh, 22-26 November 1994.
said, ‘just don't.’

Dark Paragon

The editor’s photograph of their copy of
Perfect Timing, featuring Dark Paragon by
Jon Andersen. On the basis of this article it
deserves a revisit.

Four years later fandom was deep into the hiatus.
The torchbearers of the show were the novels and
audios and the lines between professional and fan
writers were blurred almost to the point of invisibility. Perfect Timing was a charity anthology edited by
Mark Phippen and Helen Fayle. It sparked a flurry of
similar fan-edited collections which continues to this
day. The last story in Perfect Timing is Dark Paragon
by Jon Andersen, a lyrically written tale of a human
woman who has taken on the mantle of the Doctor,
following the death of the original. It gets inside the
Doctor's mind and experience in a way that is
difficult to do convincingly with the alien from the
show. Andersen followed this with Grey in Perfect
Timing 2 edited by Helen Fayle and Jay Eales.
The Doctor from these stories has psychic powers
that allow her to bend reality just a little and just
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when needed. They are deliberately ambiguous about the extent to which these powers are
innate but enhanced through contact with the Doctor, and the extent to which she has
gained them on becoming the Doctor. Dark Paragon explicitly explores her feelings about
her predecessor, with a particular emphasis on some of the Doctor's more dubious actions
from the novels. Grey is something closer to a traditional Doctor Who story, though it too
focuses heavily on the Doctor's mixed feelings about her role .
However the character, despite being a woman, despite being human, despite regrets
and doubts, is nevertheless recognisably the Doctor.
They were among my favourite stories in the anthologies. In, I think deliberately,
setting out to explore the boundaries of what it meant to be the Doctor, they successfully
illustrated once again that being male was not one of their defining characteristics.

Etheric beam locators
Into the middle of all this dropped the Comic Relief special with Joanna Lumley as the
Doctor. The Curse of Fatal Death is an interesting piece of Doctor Who history. It is
intended to be funny, but it treats its parent show with a great deal of respect and in many
ways feels like an episode of the show. In fact, one feels something like it could well have
been shown during the Hartnell era when the show was still veering about stylistically and
was not afraid to occasionally present itself as farce or comedy. Of its five Doctors some
are more one note, or perhaps single joke, than others but one of the interesting things
about Joanna Lumley’s final female incarnation is that while jokes are made about her
being a woman ‘Dalek bumps’ the fact that she is a woman isn’t the joke in and of itself.
Besides which, Joanna Lumley would clearly make an excellent Doctor.

Doctor Who: Time Lady
The first attempt to depict the Doctor as a woman which I remember coming across was Doctor Who Time Lady, a series of comic strips in the fanzine Star Begotten. Star Begotten began in 1987, turning into
625 in 1993 and ending the following year. It was a Doctor Who-led television, drama, fantasy and SF
fanzine which took itself seriously, and its humour was often satirical and sometimes too bleak for some.
Doctor Who: Time Lady was written and drawn by Kenneth Horlock. Its first instalment, published in
issue 16 (February 1991) contrasts two depictions of womanhood. One is Ace, who has always lived as
female, but who finds herself dismissed as naïve, a ruffian and a tomboy by the new Doctor. The other is
the Doctor herself, regenerated from Sylvester McCoy into Joanna Lumley (almost a decade before The
Curse of Fatal Death) and keen to explore the role she thinks society will accord her as ‘glamorous’, ‘beautiful’ and possessor of a woman’s ‘cute little ways’. Instead, Ace has to rescue her from being picked up by
the Master at a club.
This seems very much a male view of a woman’s life,
with the Doctor blindsided by ‘strange feelings, emotions’, at first unable to recognize the Master, and then
thinking that while he is ‘despicable… murderous’ he
has ‘the cutest smile’. Later instalments saw the Master
propose marriage to the Doctor. The Doctor, rationalizing that her femininity somehow encouraged the
Master away from evil, accepted! I’ve wondered
whether Steven Moffat read Star Begotten… Matthew
The Tides of Time •
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Kim Binsted is the Doctor (in fanfiction)
I liked Jon Andersen’s stories so much that when I pitched a story to Jay Eales for his
next charity anthology, Walking in Eternity, I wanted to use Andersen’s female Doctor.
Jay was dubious about this. He had commissioned an illustration for Grey and been
surprised when Andersen reacted badly to the attempt to depict his Doctor. Jay said he
would publish the story but only if Andersen agreed to my use of the character.1 I
contacted Andersen who, as Jay had predicted, refused permission outright for any use of
his female Doctor.
Somewhat rebelliously, since I always find it bizarre when fanfiction writers get possessive about the characters they have created, I set about re-writing my story. I still wanted
to use a female Doctor, but instead of Andersen’s regretful and troubled successor to the
Doctor, I based my version on Kim Binsted’s businesslike, mildly exasperated interpretation of the original character. Part of what I wanted to do was convey my conviction,
based on both The Final Score and Dark Paragon/Grey, that a female Doctor really
worked. I’m not sure I really succeeded, a review at the time justly noted that I was trying
to do way too much with the story (which also featured a partly Cyberised Lytton as the
companion, and was set during the Battle of Agincourt). The Feast of Saint Crispin
Crispianus can now be found on AO3 for those interested in judging for themselves.2

Whittaker’s World
Fast forward to this summer. I was not expecting a woman to be cast. I suspected that
the BBC would, rightly or wrongly, believe that the show's wider audience considered
gender far too essential a part of character to readily accept a change. I did think that the
clamour for a Doctor who wasn't a white man had grown sufficiently loud that they would
also be cautious about casting another a white man in the part. Leaving aside press
speculation and bookies' odds, I considered the most likely choice would be a British
Asian actor. It would allow the show to continue to centre around someone vaguely
definable as an English gentleman and let it riff (for good or ill) on the themes of
Victoriana and Empire to which it often returns.
I was genuinely surprised, therefore, when Jodie Whittaker was revealed as the
Thirteenth Doctor. Obviously I was not horrified, but I didn't have the overwhelming
sense of joy and amazement that so many female fans have reported. I am pleased, but the
concept of a female Doctor has been very much part of the background noise of my
fannish experience. I was sold the idea as a workable reality in a small theatre in
Edinburgh in 1994 and have had twenty-three years to get used to it.
I hasten to add, at this point, that this is only my recollection of events from over fifteen years ago.
I have long ago lost track of all the emails involved so the finer points of exactly what was said to
whom about what are long gone.
1

2

http://archiveofourown.org/works/67642
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James Ashworth’s Xenobiology

4. DALEKS
HOW DO YOU INTRODUCE THE DALEKS? Perhaps as the first aliens to appear in Doctor Who, if you
discount the as yet unnamed Time Lords. Maybe as an iconic piece of 1960s design by Raymond
Cusick, which would spread ‘Dalekmania’ through multiple television appearances, films, and
copious amounts of merchandise. Perhaps you’d describe them as the last survivors of the Kaled
race, mutated by war, and further mutated by Davros using chemical and ionising radiation.

If they call us mutations, what must
they be like?
– Alydon, The Daleks: The Escape
A mutation is a spontaneous, random change in
the amount, arrangement or structure of DNA,
in genes or in chromosomes. A mutagen is
something that increases the chance of
mutation occurring. In this case, chemicals and
ionising radiation are the mutagens. They both
primarily cause mutation by forming free
radicals, or highly reactive substances missing
an electron which cause mutation. One of the
main ways they are created is from water. The
human body is around 70% water, and
presumably the Kaleds are similar. These
mutagens, especially radiation, can cause water Diagram from S.M. Carr, Radiolysis of Intracellular Water,
2012. www.mun.ca/biology/scarr/
to be split into a hydrogen ion, an electron, and
Radiolysis_of_water_smc.jpg
a hydroxyl radical, which is an oxygen atom
and a hydrogen atom bonded, but missing an electron. The hydroxyl radical is incredibly reactive,
and will react with any biological molecule in the body. It removes an electron to replace its own,
leaving behind the molecule it reacted with as another free radical. It can react with protein, fat, or
most dangerously, DNA. This can create a variety of products and outcomes, from one or both DNA
strands breaking, the formation of pairs missing bases, or incorrect bases being substituted. These
are gene mutations.

Our chemical weapons had already started to produce genetic mutations.
– Ronson, Genesis of the Daleks Part Two
Chromosome mutations can also occur, such as chromosome loss and gain, where cell division
occurs incorrectly, or inversions, translocations and more, where bits of chromosome move to
incorrect places in the chromosome. Two hydroxyl radicals can then react to become hydrogen
The Tides of Time •
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peroxide (H2O2), which via the Fenton reaction, forms another hydroxyl radical and a hydroxide
(OH–). Hydrogen peroxide needs iron II to perform this, and so it can diffuse throughout the cell,
and spread damage to many parts of the cell when it meets iron II. As iron is often is associated with
DNA in cells, this means that DNA is often exposed to these free radicals. Superoxide radicals (an
oxygen molecule with an extra electron), formed from hydrogen peroxide or the electron transport
chain, restart the process by reforming iron II from iron III, so it can decompose more H2O2. The
damage to DNA can change gene expression, or which proteins are formed, that can lead to
degenerative conditions such as cancer and accelerated aging, but can also be beneficial, and
contribute to evolution, by developing useful traits. These can build up over generations by
selection, in this case, artificial.

Davros… took living cells, treated
them with chemicals and
produced the ultimate creature
– Ronson, Genesis of the Daleks
Part Two
For Davros, this would be a remarkably
inefficient system of genetically
engineering a supreme warrior race,
because as the definition states, the
process is random, and detrimental
mutations are much more likely to crop
up than beneficial ones. A much more
efficient method would be to use gene
editing enzymes, such as the recently
discovered CRISPR/Cas9 (Clustered
Diagram from E. Charpentier and J.A. Doudna,
Regularly Interspersed Palindromic
‘Biotechnology: rewriting a genome’,
Repeats, associated protein nine - part of
Nature (7 March 2013).
an adaptive immunity system found in
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v495/n7439/
some bacteria). The Cas9 enzyme cuts
fig_tab/495050a_F1.html
DNA, targeting a specific segment due to
guide RNA inserted in the complex, and then using a DNA template, another gene can be inserted in
its place. This would allow for a much more effective development of a species, which is also
energetically cheaper and also quicker than using radiation. The biological principles used are
however correct, so while Davros’s judgement can be called into question, his method is relatively
realistic. Genetic mutation with radiation and chemicals does occur, but there could be no control of
these mutations. After a war lasting a millennium, it may have become difficult for Davros to lay his
hands on gene editing equipment, and radiation from the war may be all he had left. Saying that, the
creation of hand mines would still have required advanced technologies of this kind, and would have
existed while Davros was young. Whatever the case, the Daleks would be much more likely to have
died from genetic disorders before they could conquer the universe.
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THE BAGPIPES OF DOOM
by NATHAN MULLINS
For my Nan, who encourages me to write.
Scotland. Loch Ness. Three years after the Zygons based there failed to conquer Earth.

ONE
‘IS THIS THE LOCH?’ asked Romana, standing in the door of the TARDIS. She stared
down at the flowing water from the top of a hill upon where the TARDIS had ditched them.
‘It is...’ came the Doctor’s short but hesitant response.
‘I thought you said we were going to go horse-riding on the fields of Peladon?’
The Doctor joined her on the doorstep and shook his head as if to suggest otherwise. He
was wrapped up in a long auburn-coloured coat with even longer multi-coloured scarf,
which dangled from his neck. ‘That can wait,’ he said sternly. ‘There are things we must see
to here first.’
Romana stepped out into the cool air, her dark brown locks swinging as she shook her
head. ‘Tell me something that isn’t quite so obvious,’ she said, poking fun at his troubled
expression and his decisive manner. His approach to doing things depended on not
knowing the outcome of events, despite the fact he had a time machine to hand.
‘I’m afraid the TARDIS rather thinks we have a conundrum here,’ he explained. ‘And…’
he went on, ‘look there!’
Romana followed his pointy finger to the bank of the loch. A message had been left by
someone or something, in stones that had been found along the shore. ‘An SOS?’
Shegasped.
‘Precisely,’ replied the Doctor. ‘There’s something very wrong here.’
‘I thought you said you’d been to Loch Ness before?’ asked Romana, as they walked a
little way down from the hill tops, along the shore, surrounded by the lush green of the
country and the sound of calling birds.
‘I have,’ he began, ‘long ago.. That business with the Zygons…’ he added. ‘Surely I’ve
mentioned them?’
Romana wasn’t sure that he had, but she knew what he was talking about. She’d heard of
the Zygons before. ‘So, our business here,’ she continued, ‘is to save whoever left us that
message in the first place?’
The Doctor nodded decisively. ‘Well, that is the point of an SOS,’ he answered.
‘And the monster?’
The Doctor stopped in his tracks. ‘Tamed,’ he said. ‘I tamed it. It was under the Zygons’
control, but not any more.’
Romana raised a curious eyebrow and folded her arms. ‘Could it not have gone rogue?’
The Doctor shook his head.
‘Very unlikely. We shouldn’t need to worry about it. That was, after all, the whole point
of setting it free again afterwards. Were it not for those pesky Zygons, it would have been
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free to lead the life it chose.’
They carried on walking, finally arriving in the small fishing village. Passers-by tipped
their hats as the Doctor returned the gesture. ‘Good people,’ he enthused, speaking quietly
with Romana. ‘Something’s clearly going on.’
Romana shot him a look that told him she required an explanation.
‘Their faces say it all,’ whispered the Doctor. ‘Many are in too much of a hurry, not
willing to welcome the two newcomers to the village. They’re scared, certain that whoever
comes to make trouble will result in their own destruction.’
‘You got all that from their expressions?’ replied Romana.
‘Well, that man over there, for instance, wearing the tweed jacket and flat cap. He’s not
stopped glaring at us since we…’
‘...you began criticising them,’ she cut in. ‘No wonder he’s fuming!’
The Doctor wasn’t sure. ‘He’s coming over,’ he said, loudly, then tipped his hat.
‘Friendliness won’t save you!’ the fellow bellowed, charging up to the Doctor and shoving
him aside. He grabbed hold of Romana but the Doctor was back on his feet and got his
attention. ‘You know, a handshake would have been appropriate,’ he protested, heaving his
attacker sideways. ‘You clearly know something that the rest of these good people don’t.
Tell us,’ prompted the Doctor. ‘Quickly.’
The man brushed himself down and legged it down the road.
‘After him!’ yelped the Doctor, as he and Romana pursued him through the meandering
streets.
‘Where’s he leading us?’ shouted Romana.
‘How should I know?’ called the Doctor.
‘Well, you’ve been here before, haven’t you?’ she exclaimed. ‘Haven’t you been to lots
of places before but still managed to get lost?’ Romana guessed that was so but as she was of
a higher intellect than the Doctor, she let him assume she was like him, a bit scatterbrained
and confusing.
The man came to a halt at a clearing. He turned round to find that the Doctor and
Romana had managed to keep his pace.
‘There’s really nowhere to run,’ declared the Doctor.
‘He has four different routes, what are you talking about?’ huffed Romana, as she slowly
got her breath back.
‘Yes, but he won’t take them, will he?’ bellowed the Doctor, loud enough to sound as if
he was boasting. ‘He knows that whichever way he chooses, we will be just one step behind
him, so it’s best he comes clean. He knows that we know that he has something to hide,
isn’t that right my dear fellow, hmm?’ He turned towards him and walked up to him slowly.
‘Isn’t there something you wish to tell us? Anything at all?’
Suddenly the piercing sound of bagpipes played out across the country lanes. The
Doctor and Romana clasped their hands over their ears. It was deafening, and they were
clearly no ordinary bagpipes. The man they had chased fell to his knees. He hit the dirt
track hard.
‘He’s dead,’ said the Doctor, over the wailing of each pipe.
‘You suspect the piper?’ asked Romana. The music stopped and they took their hands
away from their ears cautiously.
‘I suspect foul play,’ the Doctor replied, regretfully.
They surveyed their surroundings, and Romana was sure she had seen a lone figure atop
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a hill in the opposite direction. ‘There!’ she said, pointing. ‘Next to the TARDIS! The
Piper! LOOK!’
The Doctor spun round, gazed at the spot Romana had pointed to, and wondered how
they had ever missed him. ‘Come on!’ he said, rushing back in the direction they had come,
through the village and back along the coastal path. ‘There’s something fishy here,’ he said,
taking in the smell of freshly-caught salmon. ‘Bagpipes that kill… how original.’

TWO
There were footprints in the sodden grass beside the TARDIS. ‘You were right, Romana!’
exclaimed the Doctor. ‘This is where he stood playing his treacherous tune. He must be
attempting to blend in with the locals.’
Romana leant on the wood of the TARDIS. ‘Going out of his way to learn the bagpipes?’
The Doctor shrugged. ‘He doesn’t wish to draw attention to himself, yet that’s what the
villagers fear most. Many think that if they pass judgement, he’ll play them the pipes too. I
suppose he has his reasons.’
Romana was stunned. ‘Are you're siding with him, this killer, who we know nothing
about?’
The Doctor shook his head in response. ‘I’m trying to piece the puzzle together,’ he
answered. ‘Perhaps he wishes his identity to remain a secret. Perhaps the villagers know
how he came to be here, saw something out of the ordinary, and placed him at the centre of
their investigations. Perhaps the SOS was from the villagers asking for our help, without
raising suspicion?’
Romana shrugged. ‘And you know that how? From the villager’s facial expressions?
Really?’
The Doctor smiled and tried his best to explain. ‘Romana… I’ve been coming across
terribly misguided people and puzzling phenomena for, well, ever such a long time, and
when you’ve been in a position where one must come to all possible reasonable conclusions
regarding such things, you begin to see the bigger picture. How a village like this is affected,
how people cope in such trying circumstances, their behaviour, their body language, their
loss of feeling. They won’t talk to us because they’re covering it up. They’re sweeping it
under the carpet, to be forgotten about. But it will always plague them.’
They walked back into the village. Romana began to feel like a yoyo. They were continually going backwards and forwards in their pursuit of the truth.
‘See,’ said the Doctor, spotting a police officer who had noticed them from a distance,
raising a hand and gesturing that they come over to him. The policeman was standing
outside the station, constantly looking at his watch, but when laying eyes on the Doctor, he
visibly became less nervous.
‘Hello,’ greeted Romana. ‘You can’t seriously be expecting us?’
The policeman nodded. ‘I was told to expect two travellers, Miss–?’ He trailed off as
Romana gave her his name. ‘That’s a tongue-twister,’ he muttered. ‘And you’re the Doctor.’
he said, taking in how tall the gentleman who stood before him was.
‘That’s right,’ answered the Doctor. ‘How did you know we were on our way?’
The policeman told them as they entered the police station and the doors closed behind
them. ‘UNIT had said they were sending somebody down from their London HQ. Of
course, that was some time ago, but they did tell me that a delay was to be expected.’
The Doctor and Romana exchanged glances. ‘How odd,’ said the Doctor. ‘The
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Brigadier never said anything to me.’
The policeman shrugged. ‘Ah, then forgive me. Perhaps your Brigadier saw it as irrelevant. Maybe he forgot. After all, I’ve been waiting three years!’
The Doctor hummed and nodded. ‘Sounds like the Brigadier.’ He neglected to add that
it was some time since he had visited his old friends at UNIT headquarters.
‘Well, it’s of no consequence,’ said the officer, his lips curling into a smile as he gestured
they sit down around a table in a meeting room. ‘Constable Iain MacRanald. I heard about
you after the business in Tullock. I went over to deal with my uncle Angus’s affairs, such as
they were, after he died. You recall folk say we all have second sight in our family. You’re
here now, that’s all that counts. So. You know what we’re dealing with?’
The Doctor leaned forward across the table. Romana was at his side. MacRanald sat
opposite. ‘A bagpiper that kills to conceal his identity, except the deaths that occur cannot
be traced back to him because he doesn’t lay a finger on the body, so there’s no meaningful
forensic evidence. Except, everyone knows that it the bagpiper is the killer, because
whenever there’s a death, or somebody is on to him, the bagpipes play on an ultra-high
frequency, and that’s why nobody can bear to listen to them!’
MacRanald began to applaud him. ‘Well deduced,’ he said, once he was done
processing what the Doctor had told him. ‘So how do we stop him?’
Romana sat back in her chair. ‘Hasn’t anybody thought to talk to him, to find out who he
is and what he’s doing here?’
The Doctor high-fived her cheerfully. ‘Romana has a point.’
The policeman leant back in his chair, getting comfy himself. ‘It’s not so simple, I’m
afraid. He has no fixed abode.’
‘Surely somebody knows something about how he arrived here in the first place?’
‘Many do,’ answered the officer, ‘but they’re too afraid to say. Many think it was the ship
that came down in a ball of fire. I saw fighter jets in the sky moments before.’
‘That makes sense,’ uttered the Doctor. ‘They shot it down and now the alien feels
threatened by you, as it would. But if it can be reasoned with, or given a ride home, we
could prevent more people from dying here in the village.’
The officer liked the sound of that and got to his feet. ‘How do you want to handle this?’
he asked.
‘In our own way,’ replied Romana. ‘Leave it to us. We have a ship we can bargain with.’
The Doctor nodded. ‘The Piper is probably stranded here, but with our help, we can
change that.’
Romana smiled back at him.
‘Then farewell Doctor, Romana. If we do not cross paths again, know that Loch Ness is
thankful for your services.’ He showed them to the door and watched them go, treading the
footpath back to the TARDIS where they would begin their investigations.

THREE
‘How do you propose we go about this?’ asked Romana.
‘Our friend knows when it’s recognised as alien. It kills to ensure that it can remain
undetected. It knows we know it’s not from these parts. So it probably knows we’re coming!’
‘A sixth sense – a bit like MacRanald’s uncle’s second sight?’
The Doctor nodded in agreement. ‘But with one difference.’
Romana was puzzled. ‘And what might that be?’
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In the village, Constable MacRanald caught the distant sound of the whining and
groaning of engines. He looked up to the hills where a blue box had earlier been seen, but it
had vanished from the beauty that surrounded the loch. ‘Thank you, Doctor,’ he said,
softly, before returning to his work.
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The Doctor beamed. ‘We come in peace! From the logic that you’ve applied to how this
creature gathers intelligence, it’s clearly able to think along the same wavelengths that the
villagers do themselves, which means…’ He stopped, beginning to feel quite concerned. ‘It’s
either a very powerful alien intelligence or… it’s been here for so long that it’s begun to
think like those it’s learnt from in that time.’
Romana didn’t know why he was fretting.
‘It’s made a home here,’ he explained. ‘Will it be so keen to leave after such a lengthy
period of time?’
‘Surely it doesn’t have a say in that matter, after going to the trouble of killing those it
supposedly lives alongside?’
‘Well there is that,’ answered the Doctor. ‘But that’s how canny it is. It knows the
villagers intrinsically. Perhaps it tried to befriend them but they reacted with hostility, just
like those who shot it down. It’s alone here and will survive at all costs. We must…’ the
Doctor broke off as the Piper appeared before them. ‘Why hello there!’ bellowed the
Doctor, rushing up to shake the beast by the hand. It was human, or in disguise as a human,
but appeared to be friendly in its attempt to communicate with them. ‘I’m the Doctor,’ the
curly head boomed in his usual slightly overbearing tone of voice. The Piper said nothing.
‘I’m Romana,’ said the Doctor’s friend as she approached the Piper, and reached out to
shake his hand. Still he said nothing.
‘A-ha!’ exclaimed the Doctor. ‘You can’t speak, can you?’
The Piper shook his head.
‘The crash did this to you, didn’t it?’ the Doctor added.
The being nodded in response.
‘And when those who come to unmask you do so in such hostility, the only means of
protecting yourself is to lash out, am I right?’
The Doctor and Romana watched the Piper nod again. He seemed incapable of using
sign language, even beyond being unfamiliar with the signs the Doctor was making using his
hands.
‘We have not come here to force you from your home,’ reassured Romana, taking
another step forward. ‘We’ve come to rescue you. I think the SOS we discovered was as
much a cry for help from the people here as yourself.’
The creature believed that she was right; after all, it could read the minds of the villagers.
They were all so scared, just as it was, lost and alone on a planet far from home.
‘We’re here to take you away from this place. We can do that if you so wish’
The Piper transformed. Its skin was replaced by scales, the head that of a lizard’s, and
the body similar to a human's but covered in fur. It nodded, bowing its head, as the Doctor
opened the TARDIS doors and allowed it entry to his ship.
‘Tap in the coordinates,’ he instructed, and watched the creature do so, carefully and
attentively so as not to make mistakes.
‘Any luck with identifying the species?’ pondered Romana. ‘It’s a Bellishnyde,’ revealed
the Doctor, ‘from the planet Faleerox, which I imagine is where we’re heading.’

Left: Guess Who’s Back!
by Orchideacae. Reproduced with
permission of the artist, whose
work can be seen at
orchideacae.deviantart.com

A Chat
for
Heroes!
Ian Bayley explores the
thoughts of
the Oxford Doctor Who
Society on Series Ten

It was ‘A Time for Heroes’. It was a time for the Oxford Doctor Who Society too.
Normally, we gaze backwards along the Doctor Who timeline and pull out such classics as
1983’s Mawdryn Undead for our Thursday meetings. The past is fixed, known, and there
for us all to enjoy and to enjoy again whenever we like. But a new series affirms that the
story of our hero is still being told, that more bricks are to be added to the half-century
high edifice we contemplate as fans, and that soon construction will happen before our
very eyes, week upon week.
So, as the agonising wait neared its end, we decided on a plan to make the most out of
Series Ten. We would challenge each other to predict where the series would go, we would
rate numerically each episode as it was shown and we would discuss them all, both in
person and online. In this article, I focus on the last of these and review what happened
when, in eighth week of Hilary Term, shortly after Mawdryn’s gruesomely exposed
cerebrum throbbed its last, two dozen fans, almost all Oxonian students or ex-students,
added to their Facebook Messenger not just any old chat but An Unearthly Chat. About
half these became active participants in the ensuing discussion.
The trailer for Series Ten showed us there would be stunning scenery, quirky
infectious enthusiasm from Bill, and the return of both Missy and the Mondasian
Cybermen. The titles and synopses then outlined the sequence for us to expect: universityset series opener cum companion intro, alien ultra-techno planet with ‘cute’ robots,
runabout costume drama, and the Gothic scary one. This process of pre-expectations
continued later in the series with individual trailers: The Lie of the Land would be 1984
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with ‘Bill as Winston Smith’ and an ‘Evil Doctor’, Empress of Mars would have ‘Tomb of
the Cybermen vibes’, and preparation for the finale two-parter was a good reason for a
first-time listen to Spare Parts. The matching of brand new to past episodes continued for
some even as they were watching. The first four stories became, in order, ‘Midnight meets
Waters of Mars via Rose’, ‘like The Happiness Patrol except done better’, ‘similarities with
The Beast Below’, and ‘basically Ghost Light’.
To watch a Doctor Who story is, initially, to try and understand the plot and to make it
believable in one’s own head. For those who could do this, reflection later on would turn
appreciation into picking out themes and then messages. As the finale approached,
discussion migrated to the latest updates to three major strands of Doctor Who history: the
Doctor’s companions, Missy/the Master and the Cybermen. These last three sentences are
the structure I’ll follow for the rest of this article, beginning with plot believability, and
focusing first on where this seemed to be lacking.

Plot
Unconvincing plot resolutions bothered many
and greatly affected the perceived worth of some
episodes. The Doctor’s solution in Smile was to ‘turn
[the Vardy robots] off and on again’ but this meant
‘erasing their memories’ and ensuring ‘they won’t
learn anything’ so they could ‘start killing sad people
again’; the ethics caused even more consternation, of
which more later. The Pyramid at the End of The
World (henceforth called Pyramid) required us to
believe in a lab ‘without a failsafe’ that would ‘just
pump toxins into the atmosphere’, ‘the least health
and safety compliant lab ever’ where the technicians
are ‘literally eating and drinking’ as they carelessly loaf about. At the end, the Doctor was
defeated by a ‘bike lock’ almost as bad as ‘the ridiculous glass cabinet thing from The End
of Time,’ though I personally adored the cliffhanger this set up. However, it was Pyramid’s
successor that attracted the greatest criticism.
The Lie of The Land ended with a scene in which all of humanity was freed by seeing
‘Bill’s mum, who is simply a random woman to most of them’. I think the idea was that the
artificial memories created by the heroine beat out those created and imposed on us by the
Monks, but this was a charitable reach of mine too far for one who suggested that ‘Bill’s
mum, you just went viral’ was the worst line of the series. Another complained that the
Monks ‘went through the whole fandango to get consent, and then never question why
they need it’. Consequently, the Monks were ‘not particularly memorable and have no
strong motivation’. The episode needed to be good, as the last in the Monks trilogy, but
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instead (writer) ‘Toby [Whithouse] dropped the ball so hard’. ‘How do you have a threeparter feel this rushed?’ exclaimed another. It was probably disappointing in its own terms
too. The pretitles had ‘dramatic imagery, great music and chilling montage’ but it
promised ‘greatness which it cannot deliver’ and ‘completely changed tone at the twentyminute mark’.
Where the plot failed to impress before its resolution, it was often due to characterisation. For Knock Knock, one person said ‘Bill and Shireen’s reactions to the student who
was absorbed into the wall were quite understated’ even after ‘[David] Suchet comes in
and starts saying creepy evil things’. Another scoffed the ‘fumbled execution of trendy
youth’ and listed stereotypes such as ‘music man’ and ‘scared woman’ to describe Bill’s
‘pretty interchangeable’ friends, three of whom could only think of their house and deposit
after they escaped with their lives. However, one person said he hadn’t ‘enjoyed Doctor
Who that much since Heaven Sent’. Unconvincing character behaviour and emotional
tone was yet another problem with The Lie of the Land, this time in the middle of episode
when, having pushed Bill to breaking point, he discovers how to ‘make his skin glow’ as
apparent regeneration trailer bait, so the ‘whole room laughs at her’ and ‘the episode just
forgets all about her feelings’.
The greatest divisions on the chat were over The Eaters of Light, where some felt the
plot had not been explained well enough. One person summarised the story as how a
monster ‘was going to eat the sun somehow’ but ‘everything resolved itself automatically’.
Another dismissed it as ‘just forgettable’. In contrast, others who could follow the episode
remarked ‘Loving the texture – between ground and sky, Scotland, dampness!’ and said it
was about ‘weird, eccentric sense of place and timelessness in the rocks and the earth’.
Three such people used the term ‘poetic’ leading the first complainer to retort that
‘fragmented’ would be a better description. Empress of Mars was also judged to have a
major narrative flaw when with no explanation ‘why the TARDIS was playing up’, Nardole
was sent back to Earth for the episode and ended up having to let Missy out of the vault.
Before moving on to themes, it would remiss of me not to give examples of two
episodes from experienced writers without such plot complaints. Jamie Mathieson’s
Oxygen was much praised for putting ‘the protag[onist]s in serious danger’. It ended with
the Doctor turning the company’s heartless preference for profit over human lives into the
very thing that saved those who remained when he wired their life signs to the coolant
system. As those malign corporate practices were constantly drummed into us throughout
the episode, I thought this was a wonderful way to end it. Steven Moffat’s Extremis
inspired much fascinated speculation on the truth ‘so awful that you would kill yourself if
you heard about it’, followed by light-hearted chuckling at the preview clip where ‘the
Pope wanders into a gay date’. One of the many positive reactions to its broadcast was the
comment ‘my heart has only just stopped racing ... Moffat can still deliver some cracking
episodes’. His other three episodes in this series will be considered later.
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Themes
Turning to themes, two early
baddies were stock characters
likely to attract the loathing of
the left. The enemy in Thin Ice
was a Victorian capitalist whose
second line was a racist outburst
against Bill. The un-Doctorly
punch he received in reponse
was very popular as was the
eloquent speech he made
The Frost Fair of 1814, as reproduced in G.H. Birch, London on
afterwards, but that was
Thames in Bygone Days (1903) from a watercolour then in the
undermined
when the episode
Gardner Collection. Found at archive.org
began ‘telling us to be impressed
by the speech’ by putting admiring words into Bill’s mouth. Similarly, Knock Knock’s
villain was a ‘creepy landlord’ exploiting impoverished students. Later in the series,
Empress of Mars seemed to attack Brexit by having the Doctor say that Mars enters a
Golden Age when it joins the Galactic Federation. Finally, the upper and lower layers of
the Mondasian spaceship in World Enough and Time seemed to echo the stratification of
our own society: ‘a large number of short-lived poor folk in steerage versus a tiny number
of long-lived people up top’, although a religious hell/heaven split was suggested instead.
Furthermore, with the turning down of the volume knobs of the patients in the out ward it
is shown that ‘we silence the screams of the disabled and impoverished and suffering’.
The middle four episodes of the series appeared to directly address the viewers,
however. Oxygen had a ‘call to arms about not passively accepting the status quo’ when the
Doctor exclaims ‘It’s all your fault. So, what are you going to do about it?’. The suicides of
the people in the simulated world of Extremis suggested we should ‘fight to better the real
world, however small or unreal or weak you feel’, although in other contexts, suicide could
be seen as escaping the fight and ‘if it is all fake- why not live it?’. In Pyramid, the Monks
asked for consent but then stipulated that it must not be given out of fear or strategy: an
‘excellent possibly unintended argument against rape culture’. Finally, the otherwise
much-maligned The Lie of the Land was for one person ‘anti-establishment propaganda’
that was ‘about people not believing the media’ and encouraging them to revolt.
Smile ‘seemed to position itself as having’ a moral but nobody could work out what it
was and this was frustrating. Was it that ‘emojis are bad’ or even emotions are bad? More
disturbingly, a child was ‘left to live with the robots that killed his mother’ by the Doctor
after ‘mindwiping a species’ he has ‘only just discovered is sentient’. It was dubbed in
advance ‘what if phones but too much’ by someone expecting a Black Mirror-style satire. I
personally liked the idea that emojis are too crude a way of explaining human emotions to
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machines but this what not developed enough and
satire took the form of ‘a cheap joke about vacuous
teens’ made by a writer born in 1959 who also
appeared to portray the Doctor as ‘the wise old man ...
more suspicious’ than young Bill. For those who could
stop searching for the message and ignore the plot
resolution, the rest of the episode was enjoyable. The
‘location looked wonderful’ and fitted the ‘very early
80s’, ‘synthy electronic music’ as the Ark in Space-like
absence of supporting characters for the first half hour
allowed us to see the ‘great combo’ of ‘Twelve and Bill’
alone together.
Diversity and its implicit acceptance were
important to many, perhaps because we would not like
future generations to wince at Series Ten when it is as
old as Mawdryn Undead is now. The black casting in Regency-era Thin Ice, was strongly
praised even as ranty people elsewhere on the Internet condemned it, although Mark
Gatiss’s deliberate decision to write into Victorian-era Empress of Mars a specifically black
soldier was thought pointless ‘if you’re just going to kill them off anyway’. Bill Potts was
famously the ‘first openly gay companion’ (or second or third) but there was some anger
at the unbroadcast original cut of her first scene with Heather where the Doctor is seen to
look on as they get together. Finally, diversity in physical ability suddenly and dramatically
extended to the Doctor himself when he announced his blindness at the end of Oxygen.
However, fears from some that this could be portrayed negatively were rejected with the
assurance ‘the Doctor Who team have done disability well’, pointing to the ‘awesome’ Cass
of Series Nine’s Under the Lake/Before the Flood.

The ongoing story
The aspects of Series Ten as yet not discussed are the latest chapters in the stories of
the Doctor’s friends, his deadliest adversary and his most feared non-Dalek monster.
Nardole had already appeared in the previous two Christmas specials but one chat poster
urged that ‘this series is a whole new opportunity to explain why he’s here’. The explanation did not happen in The Pilot, where the confusion deepened as he became ‘basically a
robot now’, but instead five episodes later in Extremis. In the meantime, Nardole was
described unflatteringly as ‘unobtrusive for now, which I appreciate’, ‘a bit surplus to
requirements’, ‘tacked on’ and ‘a tad annoying’. After Oxygen, however, he was ‘fab’ and
‘brilliant’. Nardole had ‘finally arrived’, although it was thought he might still have ‘shady
vibes’ because ‘his face isn’t his real face’. His ending in The Doctor Falls was ‘bittersweet’
because he suddenly unexpectedly ‘had some purpose’ and would die ‘doing what he
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loves’, which could mean ‘collecting hats,
cracking one liners and acquiring fans’.
Bill, in contrast, was ‘a breath of fresh
air’ and for one person, she seemed to take
‘the companion... role right from the start’.
Another liked that the fact that, at least in
her relationship with the Doctor, ‘she’s a
student and she wants to learn’ in a setup
like the Oxford tutorial system. Later it
seemed that Bill ‘fizzled out’ when she
‘moved away from uni and her friends/life
outside the Doctor’. Before viewing, The
Pilot appeared to be a standard blockbuster
season opener with its Daleks vs Movellans
fight in the trailer, but instead it moved
slowly, took great care to develop Bill’s
character and featured a ‘good TARDIS
intro scene’. The story was the ‘best Moffat
penned romance in a single episode since
Madame du Pompadour’ met the Doctor
in The Girl in the Fireplace. It was also
Costumes of Bill and Nardole at the Doctor Who
novel that ‘crush and the threat were the
Experience, Cardiff, August 2017. Picture by Paul
Dykes, https://flic.kr/p/XPzTJt (CC BY-SA 2.0)
same plot’ and that the water creature was
‘just a bit lonely’.
Bill’s sexuality was initially ‘no big deal’ according to the actress herself (and we
agreed), but unexpectedly it later became very important when she suffered the unusually
cruel fate of being turned into a Cyberman. This seemed to be a notorious instance of the
‘kill your gays’ trope. The initial rumour was reported with the remark ‘that had better not
be true’. If this was denial in the five stages of grief, it quickly turned to depression – ‘I
really can’t see a satisfying way out of what they’ve done’ – and bargaining – ‘I would
actually be fine with a reset button in some way’. Inevitably, discussion turned to the
rescue of Clara from certain death in Series Nine’s Hell Bent. That was felt to have ‘ruined
Face the Raven’ and another added it ‘ignores the point’ of Heaven Sent, ‘which is
explicitly about the Doctor coming to terms with grief.’ Bill’s rescue, however, at least had
‘some foreshadowing’ in The Pilot (only) whereas Clara’s ‘was out of the blue’. However,
for others there should have been more of the former, and it still felt like a ‘deus ex
machina’.
Anticipation of Missy led to a definition of the essence of the Master character as ‘what
the Doctor could have turned into had he followed a darker, amoral path’. Russell T
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Davies’s Master, as played by John Simm, was on the other hand characterized as a ‘lazy’
‘ret-con’: ‘he was a poor hurt boy and the drums drove him mad’. For one person, the
separate name Missy, as opposed to Master, was ‘feeding the idea that she’s a separate
character from the Actual Master’, an insinuation made about none of the other Masters,
all male, and often seen coupled with the suggestion she is really the Rani. The ‘crying and
sighing’ for a bit seemed like a trick because ‘she wants the Doctor to trust her’ and it
seemed predictably certain she would end up announcing ‘I was only pretending to be
good’. It did end up being more complicated than that, because at the last Missy accepted
the Doctor’s plea to ‘stand with me’, only to be prevented from doing so by the Simm
Master.
Could the Cybermen become scary again with a return to their Mondasian roots?
Perhaps it couldn’t be done, said one, as they represent ‘a very 60s set of fears - we’re not
afraid of transplants any more’. Their last appearance in Death in Heaven was panned.
They had become ‘henchmen with limited agency’ with ‘rocket boots [that] make them
too much like gimmicky robots’. For one, the Mondasian Cybermen were a chance to
‘reexplore the concept of sacrificing ... personality/identity/free will ... to survive’. I
personally looked forward to a return to the eerie start-stop diction only ever heard in The
Tenth Planet (and in Spare Parts) and was pleased with the result. The body horror that we
saw in World Enough and Time, especially the ‘pain/volume muting’, was considered to be
‘really really strong stuff’ and ‘pretty scary to think about’.
So that’s it for Series Ten. As a fan of general knowledge I very much enjoyed discovering that: Gliese 581d is a real planet twenty light years from Earth that was discovered
ten years ago; the effects of the vacuum of space described in Oxygen are (just about)
scientifically accurate; Pope Benedict IX really existed
(he reigned 1032-1048, with interruptions) and the
Vatican probably wouldn’t mind the slander too much;
some historians believe that the Ninth Legion
disappeared in second-century Scotland; and the final
Frost Fair of 1814 was a real occurrence.
There’s one final matter I haven’t yet mentioned,
because it wasn’t discussed much: the fall of the Doctor.
I have seen the fatal blast which slew the Twelfth
Doctor, my favourite since the fourth, a moment as
iconic as the fall from the Pharos Project radio telescope
in Logopolis. It feels so odd to say this to myself though,
because Peter Capaldi is still the Doctor, and will be
until Christmas Day, before we then embark on (and
Pope Benedict IX from The Lives and
Times of the Popes by Chevalier Artaud this is the best way to end any article like this) a bright
de Montor (1842)
future with Jodie Whittaker as the Thirteenth Doctor.
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‘The future foretold,
the past explained,

the present apologised for.’
So the astrologer Organon describes his occupation in the Fourth
Doctor story The Creature from the Pit – but how did Oxford WhoSoc
do when predicting the direction of Series Ten?
Peter Lewin-Jones finds out.
AS SERIES TEN APPROACHED, THE OXFORD DOCTOR WHO SOCIETY, DEEP IN DISCUSSIONS
OVER WHAT WE WERE EXPECTING IN THE UPCOMING SERIES, DECIDED TO COMMIT OUR
PREDICTIONS TO WRITING. At the first meeting of Trinity Term 2017, with the series just
under way, we wrote down our predictions for both the events of the series and the actor
who would be cast as the Thirteenth Doctor. We then sealed the predictions in envelopes
to be opened once the series was over and the new Doctor revealed. In total fourteen
people participated, providing a mixture of serious and humorous predictions.
When we wrote the predictions we had seen the first
two episodes of the season, thus many of the notes
concerned the mysteries established during The Pilot.
The largest of these was the contents of the vault underneath St Luke’s University. The revelation of its inhabitant’s identity appears to have been underwhelming
(one person suggested a ‘disappointing wrap up to the
story arc’); and with only one successful prediction that
the Master was in the vault, people came up with some
far more interesting ideas. The most popular of which
was ‘something linked to Gallifrey’, either ‘a door to
All our love to long ago… Caroline
Gallifrey’ or simply ‘Gallifrey stuff’. Two people
Skinner, executive producer of Series
predicted that the First Doctor was in the vault, with one Seven, at Arizona ComicCon, 2012.
specifying the return of David Bradley. (This prediction
Was she in the vault? Picture: Gage
Skidmore,
in particular appeared to have been based on certain
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Car
rumours swirling around the internet.) Other more
oline_Skinner_(7606546098).jpg
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inventive ideas included: ‘The vault is the Master's TARDIS’ and ‘There is nothing in the
vault but the Master thinks there is’.
However, the most interesting prediction, which could be an excellent future plot idea,
is the following: ‘The Doctor + Nardole + Bill and the world they live in are, in fact, inside
the vault. What we consider to be inside the vault is actually the outside – the knocks were
someone trying to rescue the TARDIS team!’. Alternatively, we had the less serious
suggestions of ‘Dodo’, ‘Caro Skinner’ and ‘THERE IS NO VAULT’. Finally, there was the
subjectively correct prediction of a ‘Disappointing wrap up to the story arc’.
Elsewhere, from the plot lines started in
The Pilot, five people predicted the return of
Heather, one specifying ‘in a very dramatic
way’. We also had ‘Bill is given a happy
ending’, and that Heather ‘defeats Cybermen
with love <3’. However one went in a
different direction, with the dramatic
revelation that ‘Heather is the Rani’! As for
Bill herself, she ‘will be the least "special"
This image and others of predictions by Peter

Waiting for Jodie
AT THE SAME TIME AS THE BUILD UP FOR SERIES TEN, SPECULATION WAS INCREASING ABOUT THE
IDENTITY OF THE THIRTEENTH DOCTOR, so society members also committed to paper their

predictions for this announcement, each listing three names. Now that the wonderful
Jodie Whittaker has been cast in the role, we can see just how successful the society
was.
Unfortunately, Jodie Whittaker was not predicted by anyone. Instead the most
popular names were: Kris Marshall (predicted by four, one with a :( face!), Olivia
Coleman (four) and Sacha Dhawan (two). Three people predicted it would be someone
unknown or at least unmentioned by the tabloids. All other names were only
mentioned once. Interesting serious ideas included Hayley Atwell, Vicky McClure and
Phoebe Waller-Bridge, who was one of the bookies’ favourites. Perhaps the closest
suggestion was ‘Danny's dad from Broadchurch’ (Andrew Buchan), as Jodie played
Danny's mum!
We also had some more unlikely ideas. One person suggested ‘any Gallifreyan we’ve
already seen in the RTD/Moffat era’ with another suggesting ‘Matt Smith part two’.
Others suggested Frank Skinner, Rob Brydon, a weeping angel and ‘Baines from Human
Nature’ (Harry Lloyd). Finally, we had the obligatory suggestion of Michael Jayston,
who, of course, portrayed the Valeyard in The Trial of a Time Lord.
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(Bad Wolf, Doctordonna, etc.) companion yet’ and that ‘Bill gets a love interest that isn't
Heather’. There was also one correct prediction that ‘Bill becomes a Cyberman’.
Opinions were divided on Nardole: two said ‘Nardole is a robot’, two predicted his
death (one ‘hopefully’!) and two predicted that Nardole would cause the regeneration.
There were several more interesting theories for him: ‘Nardole is not the Doctor's
companion but his jailer’ and ‘He's gonna do an EMP [electromagnetic pulse – unscientific
Ed.] like Bannakaffalatta’. One more positive comment was that ‘The society will come to
respect Nardole’. There was also the magnificent prediction that ‘Nardole will regenerate
into Sandi Toksvig’!
The idea of another returning Time Lord (both John Simm and Michelle Gomez having
been confirmed at this point) proved popular, with two mentions of the Rani, three wishes
for Susan (one in the vault), but above all was the predicted return of the Valeyard, or a
similar ‘fake’ Doctor. More specifically, this Valeyard Doctor was to be played by Kris
Marshall, who had recently been rumoured to be playing the Thirteenth Doctor. More
generally,four people predicted Kris would appear but not as the actual Doctor, perhaps
showing the lack of enthusiasm from the society for him to be cast in the leading role.
Tied in with the Valeyard predictions was a recurring idea that the regeneration would
not be simple and would begin in this series but be resolved at Christmas, with one person
giving the especially vague (but correct!) prediction that ‘The series ends on a massive
twist making obvious the plot of the Christmas special’. This area produced the most
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correct predictions in general, including ‘Capaldi's Doctor is mortally wounded in the
finale, but won't regenerate until Xmas special’ and ‘The Doctor's regeneration is halted
and he goes on an sidestep adventure and completes the regeneration at Christmas’.
One cameo that four people predicted but did not occur this series was an appearance
by Clara, possibly alongside Me. Also: ‘There will be at least one more ridiculous cameo
like the Shadow Proclamation architect — maybe Colonel Mace? Jeff? Larry Nightingale’
and although the character was not specified, (though someone else suggested ‘Peladon
gets a mention’) the appearance of Alpha Centauri might have satisfied this prediction.
In terms of villains, several people thought we would see Simm’s Master regenerate, but
it seems Moffat’s wish to keep things open ended left this unfulfilled. The correct idea of a
‘Genesis of the Cybermen type story’ was given, though a different person instead thought
we would not get an explanation for why the Cybermen looked like their Tenth Planet
selves.
Overall people seemed to over-predict the importance of the vault, and expected far
more of the season to focus on Gallifrey, perhaps feeling that Moffat had left that plotline
hanging, and so wanted it to be resolved. In general, there was an expectation of more
links to earlier Capaldi seasons, both with a cameo from Clara and Gallifrey. The best
predictions were those surrounding Bill, with her happy if improbable ending expected,
and that the end of the season would involve the regeneration occurring but being delayed
until Christmas. The predictions that proved correct in general were the most vague, and
it may prove interesting if for a future series we chose to make the participants be more
specific!
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Rogan Clark looks
through the numbers
and the thoughts and
opinions submitted
with them.

How did Oxford
Doctor Who Society
members rate Series
Ten?

Marko Pollo

SERIES TEN OF DOCTOR WHO AIRED THROUGHOUT OXFORD UNIVERSITY’S TRINITY TERM
2017. The Oxford Doctor Who Society conducted a weekly poll, asking for a rating out of
ten and for anythoughts people had on the episodes. After the final episode, we also asked
about the series as a whole, to find out what people remembered most about it, and their
overall feelings towards it. This article doesn’t set out to identify any major themes
throughout the series, or deeper meanings behind the episodes- it’s just a snapshot of what
people’s immediate thoughts and feelings were towards it, without the benefit of hindsight.

Any points mentioned in this article are ratings out of ten. The scale isn’t just arbitrary,
though: a score of one represents belonging in the bottom 10% of New Who episodes, and
ten being the opposite, with the episode being in the top 10%. Classic Who was excluded,
as it is more difficult to compare this to the twenty-first series, given how different they can
be in presentation and tone. Scores given are averages of all those awarded.

The Pilot Written by Steven Moffat Directed by Lawrence Gough
The Pilot was the first regular episode in almost two years. It had to introduce the new
companion, satisfy fan anticipation for the return of their beloved show, and possibly
hardest of all set up an arc for the series. And, with a rating of 6.6, it appears to have largely
succeeded. Practically everyone gave the same description of the episode- ‘strong, but with
niggles’. The strong appears to be have been the cast themselves: both Peter Capaldi and
Pearl Mackie were praised for great performances, especially when together on screen. One
viewer even thought that Capaldi had ‘already “clicked” more with Bill than he did with
Clara.’ The major problem people had was with the pacing, and with the script jumping
from Bristol to Sydney to Movellans in a five minute space, it’s not hard to see why. People
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also seemed to dislike a single piece of dialogue, in Bill’s speech about ‘fatting the chip girl’,
which perhaps indicates a little weak writing. When this occurs in the first five minutes, it’s
not surprising that it can leave a bad impression. Overall, most people seemed happy with
the episode as an introduction to Bill, with one calling it ‘Probably the best companion
introduction we've seen’.

Smile Written by Frank Cottrell-Boyce Directed by Lawrence Gough
Smile occupies a strange place in this series. It has the honour of being the first non-event
episode since the ill-received Sleep No More. As the return of writer Frank Cottrell-Boyce,
whose previous Doctor Who credit was the controversial In the Forest of the Night, people
were sceptical about the script quality. After airing, it was awarded a 6.0, still above
average, but a drop from the previous week. Reading the comments, it’s easy to see why.
Out of four comments, all think the episode falls apart at its ending. The setting and bulk
of the plot drew praise from one viewer, but it seems as though a ‘cop out’, ‘unsatisfying’
ending is enough to damn an otherwise solid episode.

Thin Ice Written by Sarah Dollard Directed by Bill Anderson
Thin Ice completes the now traditional
three-part introduction for a new
companion: one story in the present, one
in the future, then one in the past. People
greatly enjoyed it, awarding it an average
of 7.6, placing it in the upper quartile of
New Who stories, and the best so far.
There aren’t a great many comments for
it, though. The general consensus seems
to be that of a solid, but not
groundbreaking story: ‘No mystery, no
surprises, no scares’, as one person put it.
Maybe it ranked so highly ‘'for the
Doctor punching a racist in the face’, or
because it was ‘well written and acted,
funny yet touching’.

Sarah Dollard, writer of Thin Ice, in November 2015.
Picture by Matthew Kilburn

Knock Knock Written by Mike Bartlett Directed by Bill Anderson
Knock Knock scored below Thin Ice in the ranking, hitting 6.2. But with a range of scores
going from three to a perfect ten, the group opinion on this one is complicated. While
everyone seems to agree that David Suchet gave a wonderful performance as the Landlord,
that’s about all that was agreed upon. Some thought the wood creatures and audio mixing
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were suitably creepy, others found it lacking and boring. Little mention was made of Bill’s
housemates, other than one viewer wishing they had stayed dead. Considering the
housemates never show up again, maybe they have a point. Perhaps one commentator gave
the most apt summary of this mixed-review episode: ‘Meh?’

Oxygen Written by Jamie Mathieson Directed by Charles Palmer
Oxygen is the fourth script written or co-written by Jamie Mathieson, with his prior
episodes varying from loved to ignored. And with an 8.2, it seems as though he’s succeeded
at making an episode as generally loved as Mummy on the Orient Express. Voters enjoyed
the theme, with one calling it ‘a great critique of late capitalism’, and another praising the
‘Amazing cinematography’. The cliffhanger has also garnered praise: while one viewer
doubted that the Doctor’s blindness will be well-depicted, the majority are impressed that
the show will be dealing with ‘long-lasting consequences’, with the end of the episode being
called the ‘Weirdest and wonderfullest cliffhanger EVER.’

Extremis Written by Steven Moffat Directed by Daniel Nettheim
Extremis was the first in the Monk trilogy, and, with 8.2, kept the impressive score of the
previous week. Viewers praised the acting of Michelle Gomez, and called the episode
‘extremely dark and gripping’. However, for such a highly rated episode, there were many
caveats. One viewer explicitly mentioned the obvious reveal of Missy in the vault, and how
the two plots distracted from each other. The most common submission was hope that the
next two episodes could keep up the quality of this one- after all, this was only one third of
a much larger story.

The Pyramid at the End of the World
Written by Peter Harness and Steven Moffat Directed by Daniel Nettheim
The Pyramid at the End of the World was considered by some to be ‘Enjoyable with a good
concept’. To others, it was ‘A disappointing and slow middle part’. With an average score of
6.3, it occupies a similar situation to Knock Knock – a mixed bag of an episode. While many
picked problems with ‘too many silly plot points’, such as ‘[No] basic health and safety
protocols’ in the lab, others praised it for being ‘very enjoyable’, though with the disclaimer
that it required ‘some suspension of disbelief ’. It seems as though enjoyment of the episode
dependeds on how willing you are to overlook flaws in the script, and a ‘contrived’
cliffhanger.

The Lie of the Land Written by Toby Whithouse Directed by Wayne Yip
The Lie of the Land was meant to be the grand finale to a three-parter, resolving two
episodes of built up tension. Considering it received a 4.8 (the lowest of the whole series),
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we can say it was not very successful. When comments include ‘rubbish’, ‘vaguely
disappointing and anticlimactic’ and ‘a lazy conclusion’, with only the first few minutes
being praised, the episode obviously doesn’t work, either as a single episode, or the final
part of a larger story. With the trilogy overall getting a 6.7, it seems most people regard this
as ‘three radically different episodes’ with ‘no cohesion between them’, with an ending
fumbled by Toby Whithouse. Overall, this one (if not the whole trilogy) seem to be a ‘flop
episode’.

Empress of Mars Written by Mark Gatiss Directed by Wayne Yip
Empress of Mars scored 6.6, and considering the comments, that may be entirely down to
the cameo of a certain Alpha Centauri. Many said it was reminiscent of an episode of
Classic Who, though didn’t really explain why. It was criticised for having ‘no twists’ and
‘[not doing] much out of the ordinary’, but perhaps an episode doesn’t need those qualities
to be above average. With people calling it ‘solid’, ‘fairly decent’, and ‘entertaining’, it
obviously left a good, but not brilliant impression.

The Eaters of Light
Written by Rona Munro
Directed by Charles Palmer
The Eaters of Light was another polarising episode, with
a spread from 3 to 9. Considering it received 6.4, it was
another above average episode, but not without flaws. One
viewer called it ‘Atmospheric but a bit bland in plot
terms...’, while another said there were ‘Great characters
and atmosphere’ but not enough explanation of the plot or
monster, which was backed up by another.
On the theme of characters, one watcher praised
Nardole and Kar, while another complimented the
‘excellent dialogue and good writing’. With all this praise,
it appears that the blandness of plot was enough for most
people to mark it down. Or maybe it was the fact that,
despite all the Romans involved, ‘Rory wasn't there’.

World Enough and Time
A Roman-era stone slab at the
Yorkshire Museum, York, depicting a
signifer or standard bearer in the 9th
Hispanic Legion. Picture by Carole
Raddato, flickr.com/carolemage (CC
BY-SA 2.0)

Written by Steven Moffat
Directed by Rachel Talalay
World Enough and Time was a hard episode to judge, as
the first half of an overarching story. With a score of 8.2, it
was a well-received first half, but not without criticism.
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Some well-composed work found on Flickr, and with a shareable license.
The Eight Masters, by Rooners Toy Photography, 9 July 2016. https://flic.kr/p/Jxeyoa (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0).
That’s Big Finish’s Alex MacQueen Master to the right, I presume - and a youthful looking Professor Yana
in the background. I like Delgado’s Master - who do these Masters think they are? he seems to think.

Let’s start with the good: it was praised for ‘superb use of the Cybermen’, with one in
particular calling out the use of body horror for great effect. The ‘excellent direction and
music’, which had a part to play in the already complimented atmosphere of the story, was
identified by one viewer as a highlight. ‘John Simm’s latest interpretation of the Master’ was
praised specifically, presumably contrasting with the voter’s opinion of his previous
appearance as the Master.
Negative comment centred around ‘Bill’s lack of agency’ in her fate, and a hope for a
better resolution. One expected ‘partial deconversion’ as the solution, while another hoped
her ‘death’ wasn’t ‘turned into a joke next week... like Clara’s’. Another bemoaned the
Doctor’s relaxed attitude to Bill’s shooting, especially since neither main character actually
seemed to do anything in the plot: things simply happened to them. Despite this, the
biggest villain of the episode seemed to be the BBC publicity strategists, with the reveal of
both the Cybermen and the Master bemoaned for taking away from a presumably intended
surprise. In the words of one viewer, ‘Someone tell the publicity department to stop
spoiling!’. Even with these problems, the episode was still widely enjoyed by all, with one
calling it ‘Moffat's best episode… ever.’
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The Doctor Falls Written by Steven Moffat Directed by Rachel Talalay
The finale, The Doctor Falls, had a lot of expectations to fulfil, and a lot of different people
to impress. With a score of 8.9 (the high point of the series), it certainly did. The cast was
praised, with one commentator saying ‘Capaldi delivers one of his best performances yet’,
and another simply remarking ‘Fantastic acting from all involved.’ Many other aspects was
praised also, from the departures (‘Bill’s and Nardole's final moments were done well’), to
Capaldi’s latest speech (‘His “where I stand is where I fall” speech on kindness is a highlight
of his era’), to the appearance of the Masters (‘Simm's Master was developed beyond
“wacky evil guy”’) and the exploration of Bill as a Cyberman was ‘Loved’.
There were criticisms. One voter bemoaned that ‘the first ten minutes... were a bit
pointless’, while another couple seemed to find the appearance of Heather ‘slightly
disappoint[ing]’ and needing ‘a bit more set-up’. Nevertheless, these seemed minor issues
when set against the grand backdrop of Steven Moffat’s penultimate story. With words such
as ‘Tolkienesque’ applied to it, it seems that, while it is impossible to please everyone with
everything, the majority of people loved it. The finale scored 8.7 overall, with seemingly
the only major mark against it being the pre-revealed surprises. Taking home accolades
like ‘Best finale since 2005’, ‘Amazing’ and ‘one of the best series finales in years’, it seems
this one will be remembered fondly for years to come.

Overall…
The series as a whole scored 7.0.While I don’t have any other series rankings with which to
compare it, the fact that eleven out of twelve episodes rated in the top 40% of New Who is
surely a good sign. If I were Steven Moffat, I’d consider that a sign of a good final showing
for my run.
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Tinned Leftovers

Sam Sheppard examines the debt World Enough and Time and The
Doctor Falls owe to Marc Platt’s audio drama for Big Finish,
Spare Parts
JUNE 2017, AS ANYBODY READING THIS
ARTICLE WILL PROBABLY KNOW ALREADY,
SAW THE RETURN OF THE CYBERMEN TO
OUR TELEVISION SCREENS. This time
around, however, they sported a distinctly
retro look. ‘It’s a Cyberman,’ the Doctor
breathed, ‘a Mondasian Cyberman!’
Indeed, the Cyberman which emerged
from a darkened alcove – like an action
figure stepping out of its blister-pack – was
modelled after the original, cloth-faced
design last seen in 1966’s The Tenth Planet;
this was almost certainly a farewell gift to
Peter Capaldi, who has often mentioned
his enthusiasm for the earliest Cybermen.
Their return, of course, was not a surprise,
as it had been officially revealed weeks
before World Enough and Time aired. In
the fan speculation that followed the press
release, there was one name which
inevitably cropped up: Spare Parts.
The background image in this article is adapted from
Spare Parts was a 2002 Big Finish audio
this photograph of a reproduction Cyberman head
written by Marc Platt, which brought the
from The Tenth Planet. Picture by Sam Newman,
https://flic.kr/p/dJjsmj (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
Fifth Doctor to Mondas in the dying days
of its society, and gave us our first proper
dramatization of the tragic origins of the Cybermen. Many wondered, therefore, whether
the Series Ten finale would tread upon the toes of Spare Parts. The return of the
Mondasian Cybermen raised the possibility that Steven Moffat was planning to give the
Cybermen a new ‘origin story’, overwriting Spare Parts as a result. Armed with a copy of
The Audio Scripts: Volume Three – which contains the script to Spare Parts, among other
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Big Finish adventures – I therefore set out to investigate exactly how much Moffat’s story
owes to its audio predecessor.

Without hope, without witness, without reward
As it turns out, we needn’t have worried about the place of Spare Parts being usurped.
Although the finale takes unmistakable cues from the audio, it remains a very different
beast, with a different set of ambitions. This is made clear in The Doctor Falls, when the
Doctor refers to ‘parallel evolution’ and declares that the Cybermen ‘always get started.
They happen everywhere there's people. Mondas, Telos, Earth, Planet 14, Marinus. Like
sewage and smartphones and Donald Trump, some things are just inevitable.’ Whereas
Spare Parts grounds itself in specificity, offering a definitive version of the Cybermen’s
‘origin story’, the Series Ten finale explicitly identifies itself as being merely one of many
possible explanations for the rise of the Cybermen. More importantly, the question of the
Cybermen’s birth is confined to World Enough and Time; The Doctor Falls sees a change
in focus, as the emphasis is now on a character study of the Doctor (and, to a lesser extent,
his companions). This arguably suggests that Moffat’s real aim is not to portray the birth
of the Cybermen, but rather to convince us that this ‘origin story’ is not quite as important
as we would believe. Their birth is inevitable, and has happened over and over again. The
real questions, then, are how such threats can be resisted, and how the Doctor behaves in
the face of overwhelming odds. Thus, we see the re-emergence of the series’ arc words –
‘Without hope, without witness, without reward’ – as the Doctor steps out to confront the
massed Cybermen.

Earth gone wrong
The Cybermen may not be the focus of the Series Ten finale, but it is nevertheless
interesting to hear the Master’s remark at the climax of World Enough and Time: ‘In fact,
do you know what I’d call it? I’d call it a genesis. […] Specifically, the genesis of the
Cybermen.’ The Master’s phrasing is a direct homage to the title of the 1975 serial Genesis
of the Daleks, toying with fan expectations. However, it also recalls Marc Platt’s argument
that the ‘closer the Cybermen’s world is to ours, the more horrific their genesis would be.’
Indeed, the worldbuilding of Spare Parts becomes a crucial part of its narrative; much of
the audio’s horror is intensified by the fact that it takes place in a recognisable Earthanalogue.
It is perhaps inevitable that Mondas should be depicted as a warped parallel to Earth.
The Tenth Planet not only identifies Mondas as Earth’s twin but also relies on an inverted
image of Earth to illustrate the renegade planet. This is highly appropriate given that the
original Cybermen, being much more human in behaviour and appearance than their
more robotic successors, can be easily read as warped imitations of humanity: human
beings viewed through a funhouse mirror, essentially. Just as the Cybermen are human
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beings gone wrong, so Mondas must be Earth gone wrong. The similarities between Earth
and Mondas as it is shown in Spare Parts are thematically appropriate as well as eerie and
unsettling.
Of course, these similarities are also highly convenient in that they make it easier for
listeners to visualise the setting of this audio story. Certainly, the opening scenes clearly
establish a city which is visually identical to London, albeit deserted as if under curfew:
DOCTOR
That clock said a quarter to eight. And the atmosphere’s stuffy.
Like a hothouse. (Covering up) Yes. Yes, of course, it’s Earth. We’re right here in
the heart of London. I just didn’t recognise it under the street lights. Trafalgar
Square is that way with the lighted tree. And that’s the Palace beyond it. Must be
Christmas.
NYSSA
(Sternly) Doctor…
DOCTOR
Look, tram lines! Probably the nineteen-fifties. You see,
nothing to worry about at all.
NYSSA
Doctor, even I know that cities on Earth aren’t built inside huge
stone caverns. And Earth certainly isn’t an isolated grey planet, drifting light
years from any star.
DOCTOR
The atmosphere’s frozen, hence the underground city. And you
must admit it looks like Earth… down here at any rate.
Unlike The Doctor Falls, which offers the unsettling argument that Cybermen ‘happen
everywhere there’s people’, Spare Parts chooses to do what Doctor Who does best: convert
the mundane into something strange and disturbing. Certainly, the reassuring ordinariness of ‘tram lines’ and picture-houses jars sharply with the technological advancements
of the Cybermen. Even when Nyssa encounters the Hartley family – who wouldn’t be out
of place in ‘nineteen-fifties’ England – the first signs of Mondas’ future are apparent. Son
Frank has ‘[l]ogic and cybertechnics’ for homework, and the family pet has been cybernetically modified: ‘He is real […] Half and half. Just a bit rusty, that’s all.’ This is a society in
which Cyber-technology has extended directly into the household. The despairing Doctor
sums up the situation when he observes ‘signs of Cybertechnology everywhere. Even the
police horses. More machine than animal.’ The tragedy of Mondas is made tangible and
much more affecting by the way in which Spare Parts shows us its effect on a sympathetic
family. World Enough and Time, unfortunately, cannot achieve this level of pathos because
it is not interested in showing us the ‘Cybermen’s world’ with as much depth.

The Word for World is Rust
However, it can still be said that World Enough and Time takes some cues from the
audio. Bill becomes trapped at the bottom of the colony ship: a bleak, inhospitable
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environment in which the ‘world is rust’ and the ‘air is engine fumes.’ The sense of imprisonment is completed by the ‘sky’, which is little more than a massive ceiling stamped with
the number 1056. Many have already noted that this depiction of the ship’s lower levels
owes a fair bit to Spare Parts’s underground city, with its citizens yearning for ‘the
breakthrough’; indeed, both Spare Parts and World Enough and Time emphasise the desire
for ascension. The Master – while disguised as Mr Razor – explains that ‘the exodus’ will
begin when the citizens are ‘strong’ enough to ‘climb up through this ship, and […] take
command.’ He declares that ‘we must evolve to survive. But evolution is not fast enough.’
All this mirrors the desperation which pervades Spare Parts, as emphasised by its repeated,
chilling mantra: ‘We will survive.’ This is not to say that World Enough and Time merely
imitates Spare Parts – in fact, The Doctor Falls introduces a new dimension by juxtaposing
the lower levels of the ship against the ‘solar farms’ of the upper levels. Floor 507 is an
idyllic, pastoral vision of lush fields, complete with ‘[h]ologram sky, bit of atmosphere.’
The sharp contrast between the upper and lower levels of the ship is perhaps one of the
Series Ten finale’s greatest strengths, and can be read as a subtly political commentary in
that the ship’s weakest and most vulnerable inhabitants are confined at the bottom,
trapped in its ugliest and least hospitable area.
Intriguingly, the contrast between the
upper and lower levels also raises the
possibility of a religious interpretation; for
one thing, it is reminiscent of Blake’s ‘And
did those feet in ancient time’. The bottom
of the ship is transformed into ‘a machine to
turn people into Cybermen’, dubbed the
‘Cyber Foundries’: a vision of ‘mass
production’ which can be likened to Blake’s
‘dark Satanic Mills’. Likewise, Floor 507
invokes the image of ‘England’s green and
pleasant Land’. Thus, it can be argued that
the relationship between the solar farms and
the bottom of the ship – whether
intentionally or not – resembles the
relationship between heaven and hell, with
the sickly patients being figured as damned
souls yearning for salvation.
Such a religious reading is reinforced by
other aspects of the episode. For example,
Opening page of William Blake’s Preface to
the partly converted patients are displayed
Milton, including ‘And did those feet in ancient time’.
Image https://commons.wikimedia.org/
in a manner that resembles crucifixion.
wiki/File:Milton_preface.jpg
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Furthermore, the converted Bill is purified by life-giving water – a ‘cleansing’ which
invites comparison to the Christian rite of baptism. These religious undertones stand in
contrast to Spare Parts, which arguably depicts a society that has abandoned religion. The
Doctor visits the ‘Church of Former Day Souls’, only to discover that it is closed:
DOCTOR These cogs are like mill-wheels. (Moves to the edge) Quite a view
though, if it was light.
DODD In daytime, you could see all the City from the bell tower, before
the Church got abandoned.
DOCTOR Like the picturehouse. All the old temples of worship closing.
(Craning out) Now, what are they up to down there?
The Mondasians’ aspirations extend not to a religious vision of heaven, but to the more
secular target of the planet’s surface, as Frank indicates: ‘I want to join up […] I want to
see the sky and not go mad.’ Of course, the irony is that when the Mondasians finally ‘see
the sky’, they will no longer be able to feel joy at the sight. They have eschewed religious
salvation in favour of Cybertechnology as a means of escape.

Goodness is not goodness that seeks
advantage

The Rebel, by Rooners Toy Photography.
Though inspired by Capaldi’s first season, it evokes
the end of his third too.
https://flic.kr/p/xT7oV6 (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)
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When this reading of The Doctor Falls is
taken into account, it is tempting to suggest
that the Doctor may be read as being
representative of Christ, or a general
conception of the messianic saviour. What I
found compelling about the Series Ten
finale, though, is that it chooses to display
the Doctor’s fallibility and vulnerability. In
World Enough and Time, for example, he
makes a number of tactical errors which
allow Bill’s Cyber-conversion to take place;
it is admittedly irritating that the Doctor
badly neglects Bill’s welfare so that the plot
can occur. However, this is partly redeemed
by The Doctor Falls. Here, Moffat’s interest
in examining the identity of the Doctor –
or, more precisely, what exactly it means to
be the Doctor – re-emerges as Peter Capaldi
gives one of his best performances in the
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role: ‘Who I am is where I stand. Where I stand, is where I fall. Stand with me.’ This is not
a presentation of the Doctor as a godlike figure; rather, we see the Doctor as a vulnerable
individual choosing to make a stand in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds. It is
somewhat tragic that the Doctor’s determination is rewarded with death, as he is cut down
by a Cyberman – but then, that is the point of the episode. We return once again to the
declaration, first voiced in Extremis, that ‘[g]oodness is not goodness that seeks
advantage.’
The Series Ten finale is very much a story that strives to put the Doctor to the test,
revealing how the character behaves in the most desperate of circumstances. In this
respect, the two episodes echo Spare Parts, which also challenges the Doctor’s principles
by giving him the opportunity to change history. In order to raise the stakes, Spare Parts
adds a personal dimension:
DOCTOR
Yes, yes, I’m sure. But you must see… the infinity of Time and
Space is all laid out like a huge game of consequences. (And back into close
perspective as the Doctor works up steam) Sometimes you play, sometimes you sit
on the sideline, sometimes you run on afterwards with a stretcher.
NYSSA
Yes, we’ve had this discussion before (Very sharp) A pity that
didn’t occur to you when it came to sacrificing Adric.
Beat.
DOCTOR
(Stunned) Ah… Yes… Adric. So much that never gets said…
Bound to boil over sooner or later.
The death of Adric was never fully addressed on television, with the Doctor casually
stating in Time-Flight part one that Adric ‘wouldn’t want us to mourn unnecessarily’. Platt
takes advantage of this lacuna to intensify the discord between the Doctor and Nyssa: a
discord which not only enhances Nyssa’s role in the story but also draws the listener into
the Doctor’s struggle. The Doctor makes the point that ‘[y]ou can’t turn the whole of
history around on a sixpence. […] If we stop one history, we only replace it with another,
probably equally as bad. Believe me, I know.’ Of course, we understand the logical
arguments against changing history – and we know that, from an extra-textual
perspective, the Cybermen cannot cease to exist. But, presented with the opportunity to
save innocent citizens such as the Hartleys – as well as potentially erasing the death of a
friend from history – who wouldn’t feel as though they had a moral duty to try and
intervene?
Consequently, Spare Parts offers some excellent character work for both Nyssa and the
Doctor, as they try to lead the Mondasians into choosing a different future for themselves.
The trouble is that, in doing so, the Doctor only becomes further embroiled in the preexisting version of events – have things always been this way? – as Doctorman Allan
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realises that his physiology can be copied into the Cybermen, preventing ‘needless organ
rejection and failure.’ This is an incredibly bold move; Spare Parts postulates that the
Doctor will be, and has always been, the template for the Cybermen. The Cybermen have
already been well-established as the inversion or dark mirror of humanity; now, however,
the Cybermen are also a mirror of the Doctor, created in his image. It could be said that
The Tenth Planet and The Doctor Falls also establish the Doctor as a parallel to the
Cybermen, with the process of regeneration being an alternative to Cyber-conversion.
Both regeneration and conversion are means of averting death – albeit means which
demand complete transformation and a surrender of identity. In this way, The Doctor Falls
continues to examine the question of what it means to be the Doctor, just as the Cybermen
can be used to explore the question of what it means to be human.
Certainly, Spare Parts is a macabre and especially bleak story in which dehumanisation
and desperation are emphasised in equal measure. There are no pastoral refuges to be
found in Spare Parts; the audio’s action is largely concentrated on the underground city of
Mondas, which it clearly portrays as a dying community. We are told that this is ‘the last
inhabited city on the planet’, its population
down ‘to a few thousand.’ Yvonne Hartley
tells Nyssa that there are no ‘real trees’, save
those in the ‘hydrohouses’, and Dad later
explains that ‘We don’t have weather
anymore’. The city is a ‘sealed biosphere’,
protecting the citizens from the hostile
conditions of Mondas’ surface – but the
hermetically sealed nature of the city also
intensifies the sense of the people’s
entrapment. Thus, it’s easy to compare the
people of Mondas to trapped animals:
backed into a corner, frightened and
desperate. Spare Parts, perhaps, needs to
emphasise that desperation.
In The Tenth Planet, the Cybermen
explain that they were ‘exactly like you once,
but our cybernetic scientists realised that our
race was getting weak […] our scientists and
doctors devised spare parts for our bodies
until we could be almost completely
‘Die. Me. Die. Me.’ A ‘Special Patient’ from the
replaced.’ If the story of the Cybermen’s
Mondasian community on Floor 1056 in World
genesis is to be truly effective, it needs to
Enough and Time, designed by Hayley Nebauer, and
seen at the Doctor Who Experience, Cardiff. Picture
convince us that the people of Mondas
by Paul Dykes https://flic.kr/p/WAXiUe (CC BY-NC 2.0)
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found themselves in a situation so desperate that even the horrors of Cyber-conversion
would seem desirable by comparison. After all, that is one of the factors which make the
original Cybermen such compelling creations: they honestly believe that they are doing us
a favour by stripping us of fleshly weaknesses. Krail, for instance, remarks: ‘We have
freedom from disease, protection against heat and cold, true mastery. Do you prefer to die
in misery?’ Spare Parts certainly shows us, with an unrelenting grimness, the ‘misery’
facing the people of Mondas.

Immortality with a chrome finish
Perhaps one of the most chilling elements of Spare Parts is that the Mondasian city has
resorted to a form of auto-cannibalism, feeding upon its own dead in order to prolong the
remaining citizens’ lifespans. Disease is widespread – as exemplified by Yvonne:
ALLAN
There’s a sickly one.
CONSTANT Acute consumptive. I’d only give her two months if she didn’t
go in for processing.
ALLAN
(Bitter) We live in a pit, Constant. The dark times are getting
darker. I must go.
The sanctity of the grave is also violated as partially converted policemen begin to dig
up the graveyard for usable resources. With Allan complaining that ‘I’m running a
transplant unit here. Not a back-street butchers with second-hand organs’, we are forced
to understand that this is a society so desperate that human beings have been commodified to grotesque extents. Corpses are assemblages of usable resources, to be sold and
traded; even Dad Hartley has sold his wife’s corpse. Mondas is now governed by an
especially harsh economy in which value is almost completely dependent on survivability.
Especially macabre is the organ trader, Thomas Dodd:
Heavy plastic rustles and metal hangers slide along rails.
DODD
They’re all vacuum packed for freshness. The real perishables
are in the cold store. A full range of bodily organs – all sizes and colours and
creeds.
DOCTOR
Mothers frighten their children to sleep with tales of people like
you.
In the background we hear the burble of the cybermat.
DODD
It’s business. Trouble is demand’s on the slide. People, I mean
even people with terminal injuries and blood running across the floor, all they
want is titanium and plastic. They think it’ll last.
DOCTOR
It’s durable.
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He opens the fridge. Whump of the seal. Slight hiss of escaping cold.
DODD
I think it’s just plain ugly. Some have got so much removed it
drives them crazy. So they have their emotions surgically removed too. We all
want immortality, don’t we? But with a chrome finish?
Dodd’s racks of ‘vacuum packed’ human organs are thoroughly gruesome, but also an
inevitable byproduct of Mondas’ collective desire to survive; they foreshadow the later
scene in which the Doctor discovers ‘[r]acks of body containment suits for Cybermen. All
ready for processing on an industrial scale.’ Ironically, Dodd is not safe from the grisly
economy he has helped to feed; he himself is Cyber-converted, absorbed into the ideology
of ‘titanium and plastic’. We would probably like to think of human beings as being more
than the sum of their parts, but Spare Parts is a story in which human beings are perceived
as literally being spare parts – components to be ruthlessly cut up, divided and
recombined.

‘Primitive. Genderless.’
For all that Spare Parts uses body horror
to its advantage, the audio also touches
upon the loss of humanity which Cyberconversion entails – perhaps, from a
certain point of view, the most chilling
aspect of the Mondas narrative. The
Doctor, for one, asserts that the loss is
complete: ‘I’m not even sure they are
people by the end. They’re just so many
tinned leftovers.’ However, Spare Parts
gives us some of its best material by
challenging this perspective and giving us a
Cyberman which clearly retains some
Another striking Rooners Toy Photography image.
vestiges of its human identity. In what is
‘Feelings? I do not understand that word.’
probably the story’s most heartbreaking
https://flic.kr/p/rPrrFd (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)
sequence, Yvonne is taken in for Cyberconversion. This not only allows Spare Parts to show us the horrors of the conversion
process first-hand, but yields a scene of heartbreaking poignancy as an equipment failure
causes the partially converted Yvonne to stumble off and look for her family. This is one
respect in which the Series Ten finale does seem to have taken inspiration from Spare
Parts; Bill’s Cyber-conversion is extremely reminiscent of Yvonne’s. In both cases, an
audience identification figure is subjected to conversion so that the authors may more
easily explore the resulting questions of identity. Although the Doctor repeatedly insists in
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Spare Parts that Cyber-conversion leaves no trace of the original human, it seems that this
may be somewhat narrow-minded.
Here, the Doctor comes into conflict with Allan:
ALLAN
I’m closing his eyes. He was a human being too. Barely reborn.
DOCTOR
It’s a Cyberman. The human part is debatable. How many more
are there like it?
The Doctor’s insistence upon the pronoun ‘it’ indicates a hypocrisy which is later
pointed out by Allan:
ALLAN
That was the first recruit copied from the new template. You
knew him, Doctor. One Thomas Dodd.
DOCTOR
Where is he now?
ALLAN
Oh, it’s a ‘he’ when it’s someone you know. (Beat). ‘He’ and the
Template are automatically deployed on the processing lines.
Gender and pronouns are arguably at the forefront of the identity debate. Mondas is a
world in which all job titles have the ‘-man’ suffix, making ‘Cyberman’ a natural follow-up,
and the Doctor identifies the processed Yvonne as ‘Primitive. Genderless.’ This is echoed
in The Doctor Falls when the Master asks a converted Bill: ‘Though, didn’t you used to be a
woman?’ It is tragic that Bill, a queer woman, should be forcibly converted into a CyberMAN; in other words, part of the horror of Cyber-conversion is that it demands the
removal of a unique gender identity. The Doctor, however unwittingly, is complicit in this
removal when he insists throughout
Spare Parts that all Cybermen should
be identified as ‘it’.

Tears: tragedy and hope
Bill says that ‘I can feel it. In my
head, the programming. The
Cybermen are taking me over, piece by
piece. It's like I'm hanging on in a
hurricane, and I can't hang on forever.’
She also asserts that ‘I don't want to live
if I can't be me anymore’, reflecting the
Doctor’s declaration in Spare Parts that
‘I think I’d rather lose all my other lives
than become a Cyberman.’ The worst

You won’t be needing these any more, Miss Potts. Bill’s
outfits at the Doctor Who Experience, Cardiff. Picture by
Paul Dykes, https://flic.kr/p/XMKXiV (CC BY-SA 2.0)
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part of Cyber-conversion, then, is not the surgical modification but the denial of individuality. Nowhere is this more clearly expressed in Spare Parts than in the scene where
Yvonne returns home:
CYBERVONNE Daaaad…
DAD
(Stunned) Yvonne? Is that you? What have they done to you? I
can’t see your face. And they’ve made you so tall. Oh, my little Vonnie… Let’s get
this horrid mask off…
Dad’s attempt to expose Yvonne’s face only causes her pain; Bill, similarly, looks in a
mirror and sees only the non-specific face of a Cyberman. In both cases, the loss of a face
is used to emphasise the total absence of individuality; World Enough and Time, having
the advantage of a visual medium, enhances the horror of its climax by showing Bill’s tearfilled eye behind the blank black eye of a Cyberman’s face. Indeed, the discordant motif of
a Cyberman crying is another point shared by both texts. In The Doctor Falls, we have the
Doctor’s claim that ‘I'll tell you what else isn't possible. A Cyberman crying. Where there's
tears, there's hope.’ However, where The Doctor Falls figures ‘tears’ as a symbol of ‘hope’,
the crying Cyberman of Spare Parts is a thing of tragedy alone:
Cybervonne gives a whining moan.
DAD
Look, love. Here’s our Frank.
FRANK
(Awkward) Hello, big sis… Love you.
DAD
And here’s Nyssa, too.
NYSSA
Hello, Yvonne.
FRANK
(Choked) She doesn’t even know me.
The canary continues its singing. Cybervonne sobs.
DAD
No. No, don’t cry, love. Don’t cry. We’re all back together now.
Like a proper family.
Platt describes this as ‘probably the most important moment in the story’, and not
without good reason. It works on a personal level, making a collective tragedy that much
more tangible and affecting by expressing it through an individual; this is all the more
important given that the Doctor’s role in this particular narrative is very much
constrained.

We begin again
The greatest tragedy of Spare Parts is that the Doctor ultimately fails to change the fate
of Mondas. Doctorman Allan intends to commence work on a new path for the survival of
her species, using the Doctor’s notes on stem cells and processing reversal, but the
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converted Sisterman Constant makes no
attempt to look at them and instead
recommends increasing Cyberconversion:
ALLAN
Oh, no. We’re not going
through all that again. The Doctor was right.
We’ve got a different future now. A future
he’s given us. (Beat) What’s the matter?
Constant, why are you looking at me like
that?
The DOOR slides open. A note of growing
menace as something drags itself into the
room.
ALLAN
(Terrified) Commander
Zheng. You were destroyed…
ZHENG
Doctor Allan. We begin
again.
Thus, Spare Parts has the same terrible air
of inevitability as a Greek tragedy. After a
brief moment of hope, we realise – as we
have always known – that Mondas is
Detail from a painting by Sam Sheppard
doomed to continue on the same path. This
is why it is perhaps fallacious to compare The Doctor Falls with Spare Parts; the two texts
have very different aims, with the Series Ten finale being predicated upon the theme of
‘hope’ in contrast to the bleakness of the audio. Indeed, The Doctor Falls sees the Doctor,
and the series as a whole, preparing to ‘begin again’ through the process of regeneration.
However, the greatest obstacle is not the Cybermen but the Doctor himself: ‘If you're
trying to make a point, I'm not listening. I don't want to change again. Never again! I can't
keep on being somebody else.’ It seems that the question of what it means to be the
Doctor, therefore, will continue to be explored as the Doctor has at the end of the episode
come face to face with his earliest incarnation. Given the many connections to The Tenth
Planet, this latest regeneration will no doubt be tied up with the very first ‘renewal’ – but
we will have to wait until Christmas for the arrival of Jodie Whittaker.
This is the end. But it is also a beginning…
Doctor Who - Spare Parts script is © Marc Platt 2002, and published by Big Finish
Productions Ltd. Extracts are reproduced with permission.
https://www.bigfinish.com/releases/v/spare-parts-200
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Time and the Avon

James Ashworth explores a city whose connection to Doctor Who is
little appreciated. Photographs by the author
THE DOCTOR’S EARTH SHARES MANY OF OUR WORLD’S LANDMARKS, FROM THE LONDON EYE TO THE
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE. Other places on the Doctor’s Earth are different from ours in ways which go
beyond their remarkable similarities to Cardiff, London, or locations within easy travelling distance
of the programme’s production bases. What similarities and differences can be found between the
Doctor’s world and ours in, for example, Bristol?
In the real Bristol there are two universities. The
first of these is the University of Bristol, which is
common to both worlds. Bristol University was
founded as University College, Bristol, in 1876, which,
with the support of chocolate and tobacco (in the form
of the Fry and Wills families respectively) eventually
became Bristol University in 1909. It is a member of
the Russell Group, and has produced alumni such as
the mathematician Paul Dirac (after whom Doctor
Who’s mathematical prodigy Adric was named), but
also Doctor Who actors: David Walliams (Gibbis), Matt
Lucas (Nardole) and Simon Pegg (the Editor). Doctor
Who has also filmed inside briefly, using a stairwell in
the Physics Department as part of New York’s Winter
Quay from The Angels Take Manhattan, while the
Institute for Advanced Studies is used for Amy’s
photoshoot at the beginning of Asylum of the Daleks.
Within the fiction of Doctor Who, the university
appears in the novel Rags by Mick Lewis, in which a
member of the Royal Family visits the Great Hall of the
Wills Memorial Building. If the fictional university has
a similar history to the real one, then the third
chancellor of the university is a friend of the Doctor,
being Winston Churchill himself! Just down the road
Wills Memorial Tower, University of Bristol
from Bristol University is Bristol Grammar School. It is
the school of ‘Bristol’ himself, Chris Parsons, in Shada. Outside the fiction, its alumni include Julian
Glover of The Crusade and City of Death, and David Prowse of The Time Monster.
The other university of the real Bristol is the University of the West of England (UWE). Derived
from the Merchant Venturers’ Navigation School, it became a technical college in 1894. Various
subdivisions then occurred, including the separation of one college to become the University of
Bath, before it was eventually granted university status in 1992. Its alumni include Bear Grylls and
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Miranda Hart. So far, it hasn’t been mentioned in the
Whoniverse, and it’s tempting to imagine St Luke’s University
taking its place. Based in Bristol (but filmed in Cardiff), St
Luke’s is the place in which the Doctor decides to hide the
Vault, for at least seventy years. While a detailed history of the
university is unlikely to be forthcoming, it may be possible
that the Doctor has been there for longer, gathering a group of
academics around him who then founded the university, or at
least contributed to its rise. The fact no one has queried the
length of time he has been there may be, to adapt a line from
Douglas Adams, ‘one of the delights of older universities.
Everyone is so discreet’. Perhaps another reason for this
discretion is that the Doctor is such a big draw. As Bill notes,
everyone likes his lectures, and he draws people who don’t do
his subject, including, in her case, those who aren’t even
students. He may be a one- man outreach event St Luke’s can’t
afford to let go, and why would they?
As part of Bill’s new life as a student of St Luke’s University,
she, like many before her, grouped with others to rent a shared
house. Of course, she
The Other Thirteenth Doctor,
immediately post-regeneration, poses ended up living at 11
in his predecessor’s outfit outside St
Cardinal Road, with
Luke’s University, Bristol, and looks
David Suchet’s
very like our own Ian Bayley.
Landlord, in Knock
Knock. You are unlikely to find accommodation of that kind
in the real Bristol (and not just because the location was in
Cardiff), but there are other unique buildings for student
accommodation, such as the former Roman Catholic ProCathedral of the Holy Apostles (shown on the right). Another
famous residence in Bristol, somewhat more upmarket than
Bill’s accommodation, is Kings Weston House. In reality, it
was built for Edward Southwell in the early 1700s, but is
perhaps better known as
Lord Sutcliffe’s mansion in
Thin Ice, somewhat
removed from that story’s
London setting.
Another Bristol location
referenced by Knock Knock
Pro-Cathedral turned student
is seen as Bill searched for a
accommodation
house through the agency
Redcliffe Lettings. Redcliffe is an area of Bristol known for its large
church, St Mary Redcliffe, but also for its underground cave
system. Formerly mined for glass making, it now has a good line
A Redcliffe cave
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Arnos Vale Cemetery, Totterdown. Full of Weeping Angels

in doubling for other planets,
appearing in Class as ‘the
Underneath’, home of the
Shadow Kin, and the red planet
in Empress of Mars. Another
Victorian episode, The
Snowmen, made use of some of
the older streets of Bristol, such
as St Nicholas Market, to
provide a backdrop for the
adventure. Also in Redcliffe is
Waring House, a block of flats
which was the home of the

Thompson family in Night Terrors.
Having discussed where people live, it naturally follows to mention where people go when they
die. Arnos Vale is a historic cemetery, located in the Totterdown suburb of Bristol. It features in the
Doctor Who novel Rags, where it is a location for one of the gigs of the Unwashed and Unforgiving
tour. In response to a series of murders, the novel’s villain the Ragman and his band are investigated
by the third Doctor, Jo, and UNIT.
Bristol is also famed for its engineering, particularly the work of Isambard Kingdom Brunel.
Chief among this is the Clifton Suspension Bridge above the Avon Gorge, begun by Brunel in 1831,
abandoned in 1843, but revived after Brunel’s death in 1859 and completed as a memorial in 1864 to
an amended design. The Clifton Suspension Bridge has featured in two Doctor Who novels, both set
in parallel timelines. In Reckless Engineering by Nick Walters, the bridge’s construction is
accelerated, being completed before 1843 due to the influence of the Eternines and Jared Malahyde,
and presumably without the updated design. It is then converted into a fortress to defend
Malahyde’s base at Ashton Court Mansion, with guards stationed in the towers, and a portcullis
system to control access to the bridge. In Blood Heat by Jim Mortimore, Ace nearly falls from the

The Clifton Suspension Bridge
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ruins of the bridge in a world which diverged from Doctor Who’s conventional narrative by having
the Doctor killed during the events of Doctor Who and the Silurians.
Brunel’s work also included maritime vessels, including designing the SS Great Britain, launched
in Bristol in 1843. Then the largest ship in the world, it was stranded for a year until Brunel had
finished widening the locks in the city’s floating harbour to allow the ship to pass. In Reckless
Engineering, the SS Great Britain’s launch is the date of the Cleansing, where life was aged by forty
years in mere seconds as the Eternines tried to extract energy from our universe to grow their own.
Later, in this timeline’s 2003, the Eighth Doctor and his companions, Fitz and Anji, are pursued
through the floating harbour by the Wildren, the warped feral humans created by the Cleansing.

Clifton Rocks Railway, Lower Station

Railways are a further part of Bristol’s engineering heritage, something that forms the setting of
the Series Eight episode Flatline. One of the many railways in Bristol was the Port and Pier line,
which connected to the docks at Avonmouth. When it was partly demolished to make way for the
Portway road in the 1920s, its tunnels in the Avon Gorge remained. These tunnels, after being
abandoned, were used first as an air raid shelter during WW2, and later as a rifle range for the
Bristol Gun Club, before being filled in during 2011 after subsidence. Presuming that the infilling
did not take place, or the episode occurred at an earlier time than broadcast in our world, this tunnel
is likely to be where the Boneless pursue Clara and Rigsy in Flatline, as it lies close to the still used
Clifton Down tunnel, thereby allowing the escape of Clara and Rigsy onto the active railway in the
episode. Just south of this area, adjacent to the former Hotwells Railway Station, lies the Clifton
Rocks Railway, a steep funicular that used to take passengers from the base to the top of the Avon
Gorge. During the Second World War, part of it was converted into an air raid shelter, and another
section became an emergency broadcasting station for the BBC if Broadcasting House was
destroyed. In order to test the acoustics, the BBC even sent a symphony orchestra to play in it! One
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can only hope that its library would be equipped with a supply of
Doctor Who audios if it were constructed today.
Rigsy becomes involved in the events of Flatline as he had
been sentenced to community service in connection with his
graffiti. Bristol is renowned for graffiti, especially the art of
Banksy. Recently voted the United Kingdom’s favourite artist,
Banksy is an pseudonymous street artist who uses stencils to
create their art, a mix of humour and political commentary.
Originally based in Bristol, their works have later appeared
across the UK, and then the world. If their work came to life, as
in Flatline, then you would be being pursued, amongst others, by
rats wielding paintbrushes, Samuel L Jackson and John Travolta
armed with bananas, and teddy bears holding Molotov cocktails!
A dramatic landmark in Bristol is the Theatre Royal, more
commonly known as the Old Vic. It opened in 1766, making it
the oldest continually operating theatre in the English-speaking
world. Its theatre school has educated many Doctor Who alumni,
including Ian Marter, who played the Fourth Doctor’s
Well Hung Lover, by Banksy
companion Harry Sullivan, and Brian Blessed, who played King
Yrcanos in The Trial of a Time Lord parts five to eight. Other
actors trained at Bristol Old Vic include Olivia Colman, who played Prisoner Zero in The Eleventh
Hour and Ellie Miller in Broadchurch, which increasingly looks like a Doctor Who spinoff. Most
recently, Pearl Mackie graduated in 2010, and went on to play Bill in Series Ten. The theatre was also
the scene of the British premiere of Arthur Miller’s The Crucible in 1954, which was attended by the
first Doctor, Susan, Barbara and Ian in the novel The Witch Hunters by Steve Lyons (1998).
A further link between Doctor Who and Bristol is its writers. Perhaps one of the more prominent
is Bob Baker, one half with Dave Martin of the ‘Bristol Boys’. In the 1960s Baker and Martin
contributed to BBC Bristol’s long-running television series with hearing-impaired children in mind,
Vision On, which in the 1970s featured Sylvester McCoy. They then moved on to other series

A very large Morph, outside Aardman Animations
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including Doctor Who, for which they wrote several serials in the 1970s, including The Three Doctors
and the The Hand of Fear. Their most notable contribution to the show is the introduction of
everyone’s favourite robot dog, K9, in The Invisible Enemy. Baker and Martin built a distinguished
list of credits including the children’s science-fiction series Sky (1975) and the urban fantasy King of
the Castle (1977) for the Bristol division of ITV franchise-holder HTV, as well as episodes of BBC
detective series Target and Shoestring. They ended their writing partnership in 1979 and Baker
contributed his last Doctor Who story, Nightmare of Eden, as a solo project. In Bristol, Baker has cowritten several Wallace and Gromit films for Aardman Animations, who also produce Shawn the
Sheep and Morph amongst their other film and television projects. Toby Whithouse, writer of School
Reunion and other episodes, set his series Being Human in Bristol, returning to possibly the Doctor’s
favourite suburb of Bristol, Totterdown, as seen in the novels Reckless Engineering and Rags.
Not far from Bristol are the towns of Thornbury and Oldbury. While they are unlikely to be
immediately familiar, they may be more recognisable as ‘South Croydon’ (later identified as
Aberdeen) and the Nunton Experimental Complex from The Hand of Fear. Sarah Jane is dropped
off on Stokefield Close, a cul-de-sac near the town centre, while Nunton Experimental Complex is
actually Oldbury Power Station, which sits on the banks of the River Severn and has distinctive blue
and white reactor buildings. As well as Doctor Who, it has also played host to Blakes 7 on three
occasions and has hosted the British Monopoly Championships in 1977, where 240 players took part
on top of the reactor pile cap! Another Classic Doctor Who serial, The Sun Makers, was also filmed
in Bristol, at the former headquarters of the Imperial Tobacco Company. It is seen as the rooftop on
Pluto on which the TARDIS lands at the start of part one.

Oldbury Power Station, Gloucestershire, otherwise the Nunton Experimental Complex

When I first had the idea for this article, I believed that Bristol was not a regular haunt of the
Doctor and his friends. As my research began, I became more and more aware of the number of
appearances it had made, with a mention here and an establishing shot there. It has made me
appreciate just how much of Doctor Who is out there, mostly unknown and forgotten about. Maybe
there’s a piece of Doctor Who history near you…
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Dark Teatime of the
Doctor’s Soul
With a BBC Books Past Doctor Adventures novelist let loose,
the cosiness of the Third Doctor’s UNIT family was threatened.
James Ashworth explains

THERE ARE A FEW REGULAR FEATURES IN A THIRD
DOCTOR STORY. The dashing hero. The glamorous
assistant. UNIT will probably make an appearance.
This novel confounds expectations by including the
Doctor, Jo and the other UNIT characters in forms
which are for most of the time unrecognisable. Rags by
Mick Lewis, published in 2001, is the dark horse of
Third Doctor stories, particularly appropriate given its
cover. Enter the 1970s, and enter punk rock…

What happens?
After a brief prologue, the novel opens with a crash.
A punk band’s van is hit by a group of Exeter
University students in a Range Rover, and the
discovery of an ancient dagger leads to the band
becoming possessed by the Ragman, heading his
Ragged Army. They then embark upon a series of gigs
across the country, taking in Dartmoor, Glastonbury
and Bristol along the way. Their music changes people,
makes them hate, and so a trail of murder follows
closely behind them. The Doctor sends in Jo as his
Rags book cover, BBC Books, 2001.
Imaging by Black Sheep.
agent, but she is soon under the Ragman’s spell, while
the Doctor soon falls into his clutches. As even the
Brigadier is corrupted, it takes the family which began it all to take on the Ragman in a battle for
society and civilisation as we know it.

Pterrifying
For fans of Terry Pratchett, this plot may seem oddly familiar. If you exclude the Ragman’s
descendants, this novel reads as a dark reflection of Soul Music, published seven years earlier in
1994. A band down on their luck finds an object of great power. Their music releases this power and
this warps the people around them, leaving chaos in their wake. Meanwhile, a person of great power
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seeks to track them down and stop them before the power can achieve its goal. Even the concept of
the band having no real name is common to both novels. With only a few alterations, and a drastic
change of tone, it would be quite easy to see the Doctor and Jo exploring Ankh-Morpok, chasing
after ‘The Band with Rocks in’ instead.
Perhaps the most powerful part of this novel is the atmosphere. Dark and overbearing, dank and
depressing, it sucks away any levity to leave a bleak world that our heroes find themselves in. But
then again, that’s exactly the point. This novel focuses on the unrest and hardship that is a key
component of the history of the 1970s, perhaps reaching its climax in the Winter of Discontent of
1978/79. The Ragman, and the Band as an extension, preys upon desperation and disaffection in
order to win followers to its cause, while a few well-placed deaths bring the police, nobility and even
the royal family into disrepute, further strengthening their hand. For a Doctor Who fan, perhaps the
most shocking thing is the corruption of the Brigadier, as I’ve previously mentioned. As the novel
progresses, the reserved, rigid demeanour we have come to expect is well and truly broken as the
Brigadier becomes a different man entirely. He becomes unrecognisable, as vehement rage spews
forth against the Ragged Army, ordering all-out attack as his perception is changed to see them as a
threat to the order he holds dear. Jo too is changed, her sweet innocence tainted by the influence of
the Band. While she fights it, she still sells out an undercover Sergeant Benton to the Ragged Army,
and only the timely intervention of a less corrupted Brigadier can save him. Benton, receiving a
knock on the head for his troubles, is the only one, apart from the Doctor, who can truly appreciate
the depravity of the band, and the hypocrisy of their message, equality through hate, but his reach is
limited. Truly, as the Stranglers’ 1977 song says, there are ‘no more heroes anymore’.

Ragged army, ragged story?
Unfortunately the novel does too good a job at creating this atmosphere. All the characters
become thoroughly unlikable, and getting towards the end of the novel becomes a slog through wave
after wave of gore and sadness. It doesn’t help that the Doctor, normally a beacon of light and hope,
is caught in the Ragman’s world for most of the final third of the novel, as the atmosphere reaches its
nadir, and appears somewhat sparingly before then. While Doctor-lite stories can and have been
successful, there needs to be someone to brighten things up a bit, but the only one who fits this role
is Benton, who doesn’t feature enough either for this to work. While the atmosphere may be
powerful, the characterisation is also somewhat problematic. Although the Ragman may be
corrupting them into forms we no longer recognise, the end result is a group of characters who feel
like a bunch of stereotypes rather than unique
individuals, diluting our interest in them more
than it should.
In all, if you’re looking for a different kind of
Third Doctor story, this is the novel for you. All
the familiar points of reference are swept aside.
This book definitely has some interesting ideas,
but they never quite reach their full potential,
giving us an experiment exploring a different side
of the Pertwee era. This, coupled with the grim
Soul Music by Terry Pratchett, cover illustration by
Josh Kirby. Photograph by Martin Pettit, flickr.com nature of the story, makes Rags a tough read. Give
(CC BY 2.0)
me Soul Music any day.
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Fine Young Cannibals
James Ashworth finds the Doctor joining Isambard Kingdom
Brunel in a parallel-universe Bristol
RECKLESS ENGINEERING BY NICK WALTERS WAS PUBLISHED IN 2003, TOWARDS THE END OF DOCTOR WHO’S
ABSENCE FROM TELEVISION. As if stopping off on its way
to Cardiff from London, it was the first Doctor Who
story in any form to be largely set in Bristol. In it, the
Eighth Doctor met one of Bristol’s most famous adopted sons, Isambard Kingdom Brunel.

What happens?
The book opens in 1831, where a mysterious young
poet, Jared Malahyde, approaches Isambard Kingdom
Brunel with an offer. Zooming forward thirteen years,
the plot thickens as the population of Bristol, and as it is
later revealed, the world, ages by forty years in seconds.
In 2003, the Doctor, Anji and Fitz arrive in the midst of
an attack by the aged children of the world, the
cannibal Wildren, on Aboetta, an inhabitant of the
Ashton Court enclave, who is en route to the fort of
Totterdown. The Doctor and his companions are
caught up in a world of mystery, cannibals, and
disembodied beings from a pocket universe. With the
Reckless Engineering book cover, BBC Books, 2003.
timelines in flux, they find themselves being changed to
Imaging by Black Sheep using photographs from
Imagestate and Hulton.
suit the world they have found themselves in, forcing
the Doctor to return to the past to fight this future at its
source, leaving Fitz and Anji behind. Despite Isambard Kingdom Brunel being flaunted by this
novel, from the cover to the opening prologue and the odd flashback, he doesn’t really appear until
page 187 of a 270-page novel. With his new engineer-companion in tow, the Doctor proceeds into
another world to prevent this new future.

Cleansing and Wildren
The key strengths of the novel definitely rest in its worldbuilding. The world that arises, a
medieval society residing in the ruins of Georgian splendour, is engrossing and quite palpable. And
that, in effect, is the point. With all adults killed by the premature aging, or Cleansing, and all young
children driven mad and warped into the Wildren, then only the teenagers, suddenly thrust into
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middle age, are left to hold society together, and so forming into forts and encampments, like those
in adventure novels of the age, does seem quite likely. It also helps that Walters is a Bristolian, so the
geography of this world blends seamlessly into the real one, something especially exemplified during
the Wildren’s pursuit in the floating harbour. The nature of the changing timelines is also worked in,
with the concept of time dilation, as recently seen in World Enough and Time/The Doctor Falls.
Malahyde’s base at Ashton Court mansion is out of sync with the rest of reality; as the source of the
divergent timelines, time moves at a much slower rate, with four months there being the same as ten
years in Totterdown, as Aboetta discovers on her return.

Yes, he does have the right
The novel also asks interesting questions about the Doctor’s character. Fitz is affected more
strongly by the timeline divergence, and becomes convinced that this reality they have entered is the
real one, and theirs is one of the competing false timelines. He asks if the Doctor looks out for the
little guy, which is nonsense, given that’s his raison d’etre, but it is interesting to consider how far the
Doctor has come since ‘Do I have the right?’ The cold logic, that these people should never have
existed, at least not in their present form, and so need to be destroyed, doesn’t come up a lot in the
twentieth-century series, but does hark back to serials like Inferno, where the Doctor tries to help the
people of the alternative Earth but is rebuffed by the Brigade-Leader. It also comes up a number of
times in the novels, freed from the constraints of production budgets, and also in audios such as Flip
Flop. Inferno is referenced further when the Doctor, to ensure TARDIS dematerialisation doesn’t
make him switch universes, disconnects the time element of the time rotor.

Blobby characters
The novel stumbles when it comes to its conclusion. While the set-up is impeccable, the ending is
somewhat underwhelming, as are the villains. The villains of the piece, the Eternines, take the form
of glowing blobs. Their party piece is being able to possess humans, and communicate to the host by
speaking in memories that you remember in real time. Their pocket universe is dying, so they intend
to suck the energy of ours through in order to grow theirs. But the interference of the Doctor in the
past stopped it initially, causing the Cleansing to halt at forty years. The Eternines are absent for large
chunks of the novel, which at first ensures that their true intentions, whether heroic or villainous, are
kept under wraps. By the time of the conclusion, their threat has been apparent for a while, but they
are as insubstantial and ill defined as their appearance. The resolution is also problematic, with the
Doctor using the TARDIS, connected to the source of the alternate future, the Utopian Engine, to
turn back time to erase the new timeline. The abruptness of the ending is shown by the Doctor
himself, when Anji asks how the TARDIS was able to turn back time. ‘It can’t – usually’ replies the
Doctor, ‘but linked to something like the Utopian Engine, it can’. And like that, the plot is resolved.
Completely out of left field, and using a literal Deus ex Machina, it’s an unfortunate ending to an
engrossing premise.

Conclusion: foreshadowing St Luke’s?
In all, Reckless Engineering is still a great example of the use of parallel universes and timelines in
Doctor Who. The worldbuilding is excellent, but it is hampered at the end by the inability to end the
novel satisfactorily. It’s an enjoyable read up to this point however, and who knows? Maybe these
experiences led to the Doctor’s decision to settle down in Bristol for Series Ten.
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The Four-Colour
Doctors

William Shaw finds the Doctors socialise with each other much
more when they talk in speech bubbles
SO LET'S TALK MULTI-DOCTOR STORIES. There are now enough of them to comprise their
own sub-genre of Doctor Who, and for all their appeal to anoraks like us, it's notable that
they are, in a general sense, extremely popular. 11.9 million people watched the final
episode of The Three Doctors in 1973, while The Five Doctors was seen by 7.7 million in
1983. Most recently The Day of the Doctor pulled in 12.8 million viewers in 2013, as well as
being streamed to cinemas in eighty countries in stunning three dimensions. And let us
not forget Dimensions in Time, which was watched by more people than any other Doctor
Who story to date. Multi-Doctor stories are, for want of a better word, big, both within the
show's cosmology and in terms of their cultural impact.
Or at least, they are on television.
In spin-off media, multi-Doctor stories are both
more common, and far less impactful. Plenty of novels
and audios have teamed up the Doctor's various
incarnations, to somewhat mixed results. But this
article is interested in multi-Doctor team-ups in one
specific medium: comic books. Specifically American
comic books. Because Bob Baker, Dave Martin, and
Terrance Dicks didn't pull the multi-Doctor idea from
thin air. Stories about heroes teaming up had been a
staple of American superhero comics for decades prior
to The Three Doctors. The first such crossover was The
Human Torch vs The Sub-Mariner in 1940, and since
1941 Superman and Batman had been teaming up once
a month in World's Finest comics.
But for all that multi-Doctor stories draw on this
Marvel Mystery Comics #8 (October 1940) comic book tradition, the ones told in American comic
- The Human Torch versus the Sub-Maribooks themselves are curiously muted. It's not that
ner, by Bill Everett and Carl Burgos.
they are bad stories as such, but they feel curiously
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weak for the size of events they depict. Part of this is a simple disparity in audience; where
a multi-Doctor story on television brings millions of viewers, a modern American comic
book draws at best a few thousand readers. Doctor Who comic crossovers are a strange
contradiction; they're trying to execute a mode of high populism in a genre committed to
the niche.
What follows, then, is a run-down of the American comic book industry's various
attempts at multi-Doctor crossovers. It is by no means exhaustive, but it is presented in
the hope that we may better understand the strange beast that is the American comics
industry, and how it interacts with the altogether stranger beast that is Doctor Who. Or at
the very least we can all have a good laugh about the War Doctor fighting the Voord.

The Forgotten (IDW Comics, 2008-9)
In 2006, IDW acquired the rights to publish
Doctor Who comics in the US. But in the UK the
licence remained with Panini and the Doctor Who
Magazine comics. This meant IDW’s output could
not technically be distributed in the UK. Faced with
this problem, they apparently decided to split the
difference by mostly hiring writers who were DWM
veterans. The line kicked off with a six-issue
miniseries by Gary Russell, and later span off into an
ongoing line of tenth and then eleventh Doctor
comics, mostly written by Tony Lee, who was hired
on the strength of some above-average DWM strips.
Collected editions took a long time coming for other
arcane legal reasons, and the lack of UK distribution,
and the frankly rather muted response to the IDW
from the comics and fan press, make the title
curiously apt. In both plot and historical circumDoctor Who: The Forgotten #4 (2008), by
stance, this comic may be doomed to be forgotten.
Tony Lee and Pia Guerra
The plot involves an amnesiac tenth doctor
waking up in a museum full of Doctor Who memorabilia, and regaining his memories
through nine brief minisodes about his former selves, which help solve the story’s wider
mystery. You may notice this premise is markedly different from ‘all the doctors team up'.’
To some degree this is inevitable, as ten main characters, plus companions, is an awful lot
for a series of just six issues, and the flashback approach at least allows each era its own
time in the spotlight.
But this approach also means we miss out on the multi-Doctor banter that is usually a
big part of these stories’ appeal, and the presentations of previous eras are inevitably
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caricatured. The decision to give the Fifth Doctor a plot about cricket, and the Sixth a
story about courtroom antics, represent rather superficial understandings of their eras,
and the book’s decision to portray the Time War wholly through the Eighth Doctor falls a
bit flat. It’s ultimately revealed to be taking place entirely in the Doctor’s own head, which
somewhat undermines the dramatic tension of an already flawed comic (although the
decision to represent the mind-parasite infecting the Doctor as David Tennant with an
Anthony Ainley beard is the book’s one moment of outright genius).

Prisoners of Time (IDW Comics, 2013)
Prisoners of Time, meanwhile, feels like a deliberate
attempt to correct the faults of The Forgotten. Written
by IDW veterans Scott and David Tipton, this yearlong fiftieth anniversary series dedicates one issue to
each of the first eleven Doctors, with everyone teaming
up for an epic conclusion in issue twelve. This helps
give each incarnation room to breathe, and allows for a
better-developed sense of pace.
It is also, as a series, absolutely bonkers.
This is true on the level of individual instalments,
such as issue ten’s story of David Tennant fighting the
Dominators, and plot details like the return of the
Whomobile and the Sixth Doctor being beaten by the
Master literally tripping him over. But it’s also true on
the macro level. Each issue contributes to a meta-plot
about a shadowy figure kidnapping the Doctor’s
Doctor Who: Prisoners of Time #12 (2013) companions, and in issue nine it is revealed that this
by Scott and David Tipton, Kelly Yates mysterious villain is in fact...
and Charlie Kirchoff
Adam Mitchell!
Yes, you read that right. Adam sodding Mitchell. The guy who was so rubbish at being
a companion that he was essentially given the sack after just one episode is now a timetravelling supervillain, having teamed up with the Master to kidnap most of the Doctor’s
companions, apparently out of sheer spite. That someone seriously pitched this concept in
2013, let alone got it made into a year’s worth of comics, is flabbergasting. Forget Hell
Bent, this is the single greatest piece of fanwank in Doctor Who history.
But for all its ridiculousness, there is an odd charm to Prisoners of Time, or, as it should
be known, The Revenge of Adam Mitchell. Part of that charm is the sheer embrace of its
own ludicrousness, epitomised by the plot point where Adam kidnaps Peri, only for it to
turn out to be Frobisher is disguise. On top of that, there's something genuinely admirable
in the choice of artists. Doctor Who veterans Lee Sullivan, John Ridgway, Roger Langridge,
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and Matthew Dow Smith, among others, contribute an issue apiece, and most are matched
to the eras of Doctor Who that they historically helped shape in the comics. Seeing
Ridgway’s Colin Baker and Langridge’s Paul McGann in 2013 is a genuine delight, and
this, combined with the return of elements like Frobisher and the Zarbi, helps make the
series feel like a celebration, not just of Doctor Who generally, but specifically its comic
incarnations.
So for all the silly excesses of this book, culminating in Adam defeating the master at
the cost of his own life, and being buried in a grave marked ‘Adam Mitchell: A
Companion True’, it's hard not to feel some kind of affection for it. It is easily the most
varied and celebratory entry on this list, even if those qualities don't quite add up to a great
comic.

Four Doctors (Titan Comics, 2015)
Titan Comics acquired the American Doctor Who
licence in 2014, and immediately launched their own
lines of Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Doctor comics.
These lines are, on the whole, probably better than
IDW's offerings, and not only because they eventually
managed to swing some UK distribution. The
standards of art and writing are generally higher, and
their plots are a bit less given to fanwank (though they
are by no means immune, as we shall see).
Their first big crossover event was 2015's Four
Doctors, written by Paul Cornell, and drawn by Neil
Edwards. It is probably, technically speaking, the best
comic on this list, featuring Doctors Ten, Eleven,
Twelve, and War teaming up to fight a revamped
version of the Voord. Cornell, of course, is both a
Doctor Who veteran and an experienced comics writer,
Doctor Who: Four Doctors #1 (2015), by and he makes this five-issue series hum along with lots
Paul Cornell and Neil Edwards with Ivan
of nice character moments. The multi-Doctor banter is
Nunes and Comicraft
on-point, with Twelve teasing Ten for saying he’s
sorry, so sorry, and Ten teasing Eleven for flapping his hands all over the place. My
favourite moment, however, comes when Twelve disputes Ten calling Clara ‘the girl from
Gryffindor’, declaring that ‘she's Slytherin all the way. I mean that as a compliment.’
The story is as soaked in references as anything on this list, though the decision to base
the plot around a Time Lord superweapon called a ‘Continuity Bomb’ is an excellent
tongue-in-cheek moment. The plot moves gracefully from Reapers in 1920s Paris to the
deserts of Marinus to an alien city and an alternate Twelfth Doctor's Voord infection, and
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the pace is fast enough to get away with its basic ridiculousness. All in all, it's a deeply
likeable comic, even if it basically amounts to empty calories.

Supremacy of the Cybermen (Titan Comics, 2016)
Reader, forgive me. Committed as I am to journalistic rigour, I was not able to track down last year’s
Doctor Who mega-event, Supremacy of the Cybermen.
At the time of writing, this comic apparently had yet
to grace the Bodleian Library (whose call-up system
was heavily abused in writing this piece), and I must
admit I was unwilling to spend £15.44 on a title
whose elevator pitch was ‘Cybermen kidnap
Rassilon’. Amazon.com user James Bojaciuk calls it
‘not at all good’, and even the comparatively positive
suffulk and proud says the book is merely ‘Okay.I
have to say not really worth getting especially at full
price of £15.00.’
TARDIS Wikia, Your One Stop Source For All
Things Whovian, hasn’t even bothered to provide a
plot summary, though it does provide two lengthy
sections titled ‘References’ and ‘Continuity’. The
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #1
story apparently involves, among other things, the
(2016) by George Mann, Cavan Scott and
Cloister Bell, the Tomb of Rassilon, the return of the
Alessandro Vitti with Nicola Righi and
Comicraft. Cover A.
Cyberkings, the extinction of the Rutans, a
Cyberconverted Ace, and the Tenth Doctor being
‘elected field marshal of the last Sontaran war fleet by the Sontaran-Prime.’
Also, for devotees of the Virgin New Adventures novels, there are Looms in it. Because
of course there are.

Wisdom from the depths
So what have we learned, as we reach the end of this romp through four-colour
continuity? Well, as well as the sheer, mad, depths of the fan imagination, I think we’ve
learned a basic lesson about the vitality of Doctor Who as a series. Any franchise (and
franchises are precisely what these comics are) that can sustain such ludicrous material as
this, as survive, is clearly in pretty good shape. For all their silliness, I think these comics
are indicative of the overall health of Doctor Who, as well as the occasionally perverse
creativity of its writers and fans. Overall, after reading these comics, I feel Doctor Who
knows precisely where it's going.
Voord. The long way round.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG WHILE, TEGAN FELT NORMAL. There was no imminent threat
of danger, there were no goopy green aliens to defeat, and (she thought with a wry chuckle) there
was no longer a job at Heathrow to hurry back to. Now it was just her, Nyssa and the Doctor,
relaxing in a charming spot with some refreshing beverages. She grabbed her drink; a light blue
concoction with a sharp, citrusy taste; swirled the little cocktail umbrella around a few times, and
took a large gulp, deciding to get something much stronger on the next round. Better enjoy the
peace while it lasts.
Even she had to admit that the Doctor had chosen a fabulous spot for a holiday, though he
had spoken so quickly and with such enthusiasm that she hadn't quite caught the planet's name.
They had landed in a sparkling metropolis in the middle of a vast desert, and while the
technology was clearly more advanced than that of her time, the shops and people were clad in
so many cheery colours that the place felt quite welcoming.
Almost as soon as they had arrived, the Doctor has started rushing down the busy streets,
muttering about an old friend, and Tegan and Nyssa felt hopeless but to follow. They had soon
arrived at their destination - a large, canvas tent, as tall and wide as a building. Above the
entranceway, the name 'Radiance' was scrawled in multi-coloured spray paint. Glancing back at
the taller, cleaner edifices around the rest of the square, she couldn't help wondering what kind
of friend the Doctor intended to meet.
Tegan's fears were put aside they moment she stepped through the doorway - it was a restaurant! And quite a beautiful one at that! In the centre of the tent, a huge void in the roof let golden
sunshine fall down on the interior, lending the canvas a warm, sepia-toned glow. Directly beneath
that gap stood a well-stocked bar, around which the tables were scattered. At the edges of the
space, small corridors of fabric appeared to lead to the kitchens. She had to admit it. She was
impressed.
A tall, blonde woman stood at a podium just inside the entranceway, and gave a polite bow as
the travellers entered. As she reached down to pick up some menus, the Doctor stopped her.
'Just tell your boss that the Doctor is here to see him.'
At that, the server's ears picked up, and she nodded eagerly.
'Of course sir, if you'll all just follow me to a table.'
*****
'His name is Loba,' the Doctor began, as Tegan and Nyssa sipped on their newly acquired
drinks. 'I met him the first time I was here, about twenty years ago, a very nice chap. Worked for
the government at the time, the very picture of discretion. And the last time I saw him he had
just retired and was setting up this place.' He looked away, distracted for a moment. 'You know,
I'm sure I've forgotten something...'
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'That doesn't surprise me,' chimed Tegan.
'Well anyway, he's a very amiable fellow, and I'm sure you'll agree this venue is quite
delightful, so I thought we'd pop in and say hello while we were in the neighbourhood. Ah, there
he is now!'
Tegan didn't need any help spotting the Doctor's old friend as he made his way across the
restaurant - only an acquaintance of the Doctor would dress quite so conspicuously.
'A picture of discretion, eh?' Tegan mumbled with faint amusement.
'I did say he used to work for the government. One has to gain rather more attention when
promoting a restaurant. Clearly, by any means necessary.'
'Be nice, the pair of you!' Nyssa scolded. 'Besides, I think his attire is most...intriguing.'
Well, thought Tegan, that was certainly one way to describe it. The tall, heavy-set man
heading towards them was wearing a garish mismatch of traditional and modern clothing. The
bulk of his figure was covered by a long, white robe, probably cotton - no problems so far. But
his shoes were bright orange nylon trainers, his arms were covered in an assortment of large,
unreasonably shiny bracelets, and to top it all off, he wore rounded multi-coloured sunglasses
that covered half his face. You certainly couldn't have lost him in a crowd.
The bewilderingly-dressed man drew near, and finally spoke in a slow, warm drawl. 'Ahhh,
hellloo again my old friend!'
As Loba approached, the Doctor rose and extended his hand in greeting. Loba instead
chuckled and thrust his arms around the Doctor in a great bear hug.
'These Time Lords, ehhhh?' He spoke now to Nyssa and Tegan, 'always so formal!'
'I hope the new face didn't throw you off?'
'Only for a moment, my friend. I thought, who else would turn up dressed for cricket? It had
to be you. Can I get your two friends anything more to drink?' He asked politely.
'Oh, the same again please,' responded Nyssa eagerly, passing her nearly depleted glass. 'It's
very refreshing!'
'Are you sure you haven't had enough, Nyssa?' The Doctor was fretting unnecessarily again.
She rolled her eyes.
'I will have as much as I care for, thank you very much! Anyway, what about Tegan? She's had
as many as I have.'
Loba chuckled. 'I suspect, judging by her rather more potent choice of drink,Tegan has more
experience in holding her liquor. Would I be right?'
Tegan raised her whisky glass with a jolly gesture. 'Amen to that!'
'Nyssa,' the Doctor started warily, 'did they allow the consumption of alcohol on Traken?'
'Noooo...' She responded with a sly grin, 'but we're not on Traken, are we?'
'Ha!' boomed Loba. 'She's got you there!'
*****
The light conversation and gentle atmosphere continued for a while, with Loba occasionally
leaving the group to fetch more drinks or attend to his managerial duties. He had just returned
from the bar, where a new staff member, covered from head to toe in a long black cloak, had
apparently needed some assistance.
He addressed the group. 'I hope everyone is now feeling comfortable and relaxed?'
The three friends quickly nodded their agreement.
'Good, then we can get down to business.'
'Business?' Tegan shot a warning look at the Doctor. This was supposed to be a holiday.
The Doctor looked similarly confused. '...and what business is that? I just thought I was
popping in to say hello!'
'You have something to give to me, I believe?'
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The Doctor began to rub the back of his neck. 'Oh. That. Listen, Loba, the circumstances
have changed somewhat since - '
'Doctor! You're not telling me you haven't brought it! It's been months since you took on this
sacred burden, and judging by your new face it's been even longer from your perspective. Surely
you've found it by now!?'
'Found what?' Nyssa and Tegan both chirped in unison, staring daggers at the Doctor and
leaning threateningly towards him.
The Doctor let loose a long sigh. 'It's an artefact of great significance to this planet's history,
known as the Harath, or Heart Stone. According to their holy scriptures, when Calista the
Magnanimous launched her campaign to reunite the seven regions of the land 'Skip the history lesson, Doc!' Tegan protested.
'Well to cut a long story short, it's supposed to be very powerful and very valuable, and last
year it was stolen from its very well guarded spot in the government archives.'
'Some old colleagues of mine asked if I had any connections that could assist in the search,
and eventually we sent the Doctor to retrieve it,' continued Loba. 'As a Time Lord, we surmised
he might be able to locate it fairly promptly,' he concluded pointedly.
'And indeed, I did!' The Doctor cried indignantly.
'Then what's the problem?'
The Doctor shuffled back into his seat. '....I lost it.'
'You lost it!?'
'Well it was very easily done! All that pompous nonsense I read about its 'grand and golden
power', let me tell you, the real stone was very, very small and ordinary.'
'How dare you!'
'I'm sorry Loba, but it's true. It was just a normal rock. I must have...placed it down
somewhere and forgotten about it, I was very irresponsible back in the day!'
'Well, where were you when you last remember having it?' Nyssa suggested innocently.
'If I knew that, Nyssa, it would hardly be lost, would it?'
'So you're saying it could be anywhere you've been in time and space?'
The Doctor nodded bashfully in response.
'What a mess,' declared Tegan, glumly.
Loba stood up, obviously shaken, and began to pace back and forth besides the travellers'
table.
'The Adjura will be most...displeased to hear this, Doctor.'
Tegan mouthed 'Ad-ju-ra?' With a quizzical look on her face.
'Just the local head of state, Tegan.' Suddenly the Doctor appeared cheerful again. 'And I
shouldn't worry, Loba, we'll finish our drinks, nip back to the TARDIS and be off before Her
Most Divine Pretentiousness even gets wind we've been here.'
'I regret that will not be possible.' The heavy, female voice rang out from the centre of the
tent, where only the bartender stood. In one swift, continuous motion, she removed her veil and
cloak, revealing flowing, purple robes and a sharp, angular visage. The rest of the staff scattered
around the room instead drew energy weapons, and immediately all twenty devices were pointed
towards the Doctor's party.
Tegan slowly raised her arms in the air, and sighed. 'It was only a matter of time, I suppose.
Even on holiday, some things never change with you, Doc.'
The robed speaker moved slowly towards the table. 'Forgive me Doctor, but once Loba
informed us you had arrived, I was loath to let you depart without enjoying your company
myself.'
The Doctor simply uttered an 'Ah.'
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TO BE CONTINUED
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Background image modified from ‘Zombie Cocktail’ by Magnetic Rag, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zombiecocktail.jpg, (CC BY-SA 3.0)

'So,' Tegan started, 'I take it this is Her Pretentiousness herself?'
'Tegan!!' Nyssa exclaimed aghast.
The Adjura responded calmly and precisely. 'Do not concern yourself, child. I know the loud
one means no serious offence.'
Nyssa bowed her head sincerely. 'Your lenience is greatly appreciated.'
'I am more lenient in some matters than I am in others.' The Adjura held the Doctor in a
long, piercing stare. 'You have disappointed us greatly, Time Lord, by returning without your
charge. Have you forgotten that you swore an oath to deliver the Harath?'
'Yes, I really must stop swearing to things...' He remarked flippantly.
'Now I shall have to take measures to ensure you uphold your duty. Loba!' She called, 'I
require a single coin.'
Loba fumbled in his pockets for a moment, before passing a small brass-ish circle to his
leader. She held it up and twisted it around, like a magician, revealing the two different images
on each side of the coin - a large tree on one, and a palace on the other. Then, she placed it on
her thumb and tossed the coin. It landed with a dull thunk onto the table - the palace side faced
upward.
'It is decided. The quieter of your two friends shall be kept as a hostage.' The Adjura clicked
her fingers, and two pistol-wielding guards reached forward and grabbed Nyssa's arm.
'You have one day to find and return the Heart Stone, which for a time traveller should not
be much difficulty. Until you do, your assistant Nyssa shall stay with me in the palace.'
'Is that really necessary?' The Doctor protested wearily.
'You have yet to impress me so far. But have no fear, Nyssa will be treated with the greatest of
care, and all the luxuries of the palace shall be made available to her.'
'Except her freedom!' Cried Tegan.
'Then be glad that the coin has shown you favour, and you retain that luxury.' Again, the
Adjura turned to face the Doctor with an intense gaze.
'Be warned Doctor. If you do not return, within one day, with what I seek, your friend Nyssa
shall suffer the penalty for treason in your stead. I trust I make myself clear?'
'Oh yes, as crystal.' Tegan could see the fury in the Doctor's eyes, and observed his hands
gripping the tablecloth tightly.
'Then I suggest you get started immediately, for her sake!'
*****
As soon as he and Tegan had returned to the TARDIS, the Doctor hurried round the central
console and set the controls for take-off with great urgency. As he finished doing so, he slumped
back and exhaled deeply.
'Right, well now we've at least got some time to think.'
'Doctor, how are we going to find that stone?'
'I don't know, Tegan! That's why I need time to think!' The Doctor snapped at Tegan with
unusual ferocity. She stepped back, chastened, before resuming her questions in a gentler, more
sympathetic tone.
'What's going to happen if we don't get that stone?'
'Hmm?' The Doctor started scrutinising the TARDIS monitor, pretending not to hear her,
but Tegan was familiar with that trick and pressed further.
'Doctor, what are they going to do to Nyssa?!'
The Doctor signed, withdrew from the console, and looked Tegan straight in the eyes.
'It's as you said, Tegan. Some things never change.If we don't find and return that artefact,
Nyssa will be stoned to death at dawn.'

According to the 1972 edition of The Making of Doctor
Who, the Doctor was prosecuted at his trial by a Time
Lord called ∆:Ϥy≠β, and the Doctor himself was
referred to as ∂3∑x2 , so perhaps he really is just a

Maths Man
with a Box

Beth Graham shows the way to mathematical excellence
DOCTOR WHO IS A SHOW WE ALL LOVE, BUT MATHEMATICS IS A SUBJECT MANY HATE. As a
Whovian mathematician, both are massive parts of my life, and I want to take the
opportunity to show you how Doctor Who’s writers have been putting the science into
science fiction for decades. Many mathematician characters have entered the TARDIS
over the years: Zoe Heriot, Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart, Danny Pink and Adric for
example. By the end of this article, you will all have earned badges for mathematical
excellence.

The TARDIS– how can it be bigger on the inside?
The TARDIS is a police box on the outside and bigger on the inside. The Fourth Doctor
says that it works using ‘transcendental dimensionalism’; another canonical explanation is
that the TARDIS is a quasidimensional continuum located outside of
time in a different dimension to its exterior.
How could it really be bigger on the inside?
A tesseract is a four-dimensional
hypercube. Figure 1 shows a Schlegel
diagram of the tesseract which is found by
projecting the 4D shape down to a 3D form
(in a similar way to how a 3D object casts a
two-dimensional shadow), as you can see the
shape very much resembles a box within a
box. As a tesseract is made from eight cubes
being folded together, a successful
construction will leave eight times the
Figure 1 - Schlegel diagram of a tesseract
volume in the same exterior space. Adding
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another tesseract inside will leave fifteen times the volume in the same exterior space.
Iteratively repeating this, it is easy to see how we could get a shape with TARDIS-like
volume.
How do you step through an A4 piece of paper? The answer to this problem is
surprisingly simple, and I will leave it for you to figure out/google for yourselves but it
rests on surprisingly simple mathematical concepts. The aim is to maximize the perimeter
of the shape (i.e. how long the boundary of the shape is) whilst keeping the area (i.e. how
much physical space there is) constant. Perhaps the TARDIS uses technology that
maximizes the area inside whilst keeping the volume of space it takes up constant.

Flatline–living in a 2D world
Whichever way you look at it, dimensions are key to a functional TARDIS- so what
happens when they are taken away? This question was explored in the episode Flatline, in
which the Boneless are two-dimensional, flat creatures and attack by ‘leeching all the
external dimensions’. As Clara discovered, the key to discovering what was happening to
the victims of the Boneless was seeing things from a new perspective. Gaining a new
perspective on familiar shapes was also a key part of the book and film Flatland which
focused on the hexagon Hex living in his 2D world. With the help of a sphere he learns
how to visualize 3D shapes in his 2D world, and in doing so we start to be able to visualize
4D shapes. In the same way that Hex will see growing and shrinking circles when the
sphere passes through his 2D world, we would see growing and shrinking spheres when a
hypersphere passes through our 3D world. Flatline should also gain credit for containing
my favourite Doctor Who pun, as The Doctor calls his machine that tackles the 2D
Boneless the ‘Two-dis’.

Journey to the Centre of the TARDIS– intertwining corridors and non-orientable
surfaces
The promotional art for Journey to the
Centre of the TARDIS recalls Relativity by M. C.
Escher. Escher inspired the great Roger Penrose
to invent the tribar. Penrose wanted to create a
structure whose parts made sense individually
but, when joined, became ‘impossible’, which he
found in three mutually perpendicular bars
which appear to join to form a triangle, see
Figure 2 (left).
Tracing round a Penrose tribar gives a four
loop Möbius strip, which is an example of a
non-orientable manifold. Written in mathsy
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language, each point of an n-dimensional manifold has a neighbourhood that is
homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension n.
Happily there’s an analogy to hand. Consider the Earth as a perfect sphere. We only
know that the Earth is a sphere because we are constantly told as such by science. If you
stand in a field, it looks flat. To word it another way; locally, the Earth is flat. In maths
terms, the sphere is a two-dimensional manifold and has the local topology of a plane
(which is 2D). A manifold is non-orientable if when walking on the surface your path
brings you back to your starting point but mirror-reversed. A Möbius strip is an example
of such a surface, and is created by putting a half-twist in a strip of paper and then sticking
the ends together.
To help visualise why a Möbius strip is non-orientable, imagine that you are standing
on the surface of a Möbius strip. Put a place marker at your starting point, wave your left
hand and start walking straight forward. When you return to your starting point you will
go to wave your left hand again in order to dicover that is it your right one. Hence, you
have returned to your starting point but mirror-reversed and the Möbius Strip is nonorientable. The classic corridor scenes where one leaves on one side only to return on the
other suggest that maybe the TARDIS has a network of Möbius strip corridors.
Furthermore, maybe the humble Möbius strip inspired the name of Morbius, the
denounced ex-head of the High Council of Gallifrey?

Heaven Sent–how the production crew turned to A-Level maths
In Heaven Sent, the Twelfth Doctor is trapped in a castle. Once he smells the sea air
from a window, he has to make some quick
calculations in order to time his fall to
perfection. Figure 3 shows an e-mail sent
between members of the production team
(and made public by director Rachel Talalay
in 2017) highlighting the kinematic (suvat)
equations. These equations govern how
displacement, initial and final velocities,
acceleration and time interact and were used
to discover the duration of the Doctor’s fall.
I used these equations and data revealed in
the script to calculate the height of the tower
in the show. From timing the fall and
Figure 3 - the Heaven Sent equations as disclosed by knowing that the acceleration due to gravity
Rachel Talalay. See
is equal to 9.81m/s; I found that the Doctor
https://twitter.com/rtalalay/status/89958141276819
jumped a height of 314m, just 10m shorter
8656
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than the height (to the tip) of the Eiffel Tower.

42–happy ending, happy primes
42: the answer to life, the universe and
everything. It was also the first episode of
Doctor Who written by Chris Chibnall, back in
Series Three. 42 is set in near-real time, as the
crew of the SS Pentallion work alongside the
Doctor to save their ship. Figure 4 shows a
security screen detailing a problem that the
team must solve in order to unlock an escape
Figure 4 - the security screen from 42
path. The solution is hidden in recreational
mathematics, which no-one does much to the Doctor’s despair, and happy primes. Any
number that reduces to 1 when you take the sum of the square of its digits and continue
iterating that process is called a happy number. For
example, 19 is a happy number: 12+92=82, 82+22=68,
62+82=100. We know that there are infinitely many

The Happiness Patrol
As with any number with cool

happy numbers because if 1 is happy, then so is 10n (i.e. properties, mathematicians like
looking for the largest happy
1 with however many zeros you want after it). A happy
prime. The current record holder
prime is a number that is both happy and prime, a
(242643801 -1.) was found in 2010 and
prime number being a number where only 1 and the
has a whopping 12,837,064 digits.
number itself divides it nicely. Knowing this we can see Maths fans may also recognise it as
a Mersenne prime.
that the next number in the sequence is 379.

Full Circle–procrastination and the coordinates of time and space
I consider Full Circle to be an ode to procrastination, something that university
students are guilty of doing on a regular basis. It is also where we first meet our
mathematical genius, Adric, and where the Fourth Doctor bid Romana ‘Set a course of
binary coordinates 10 0 11 0 0 by 02 from galactic zero centre’ with the intention of
reaching Gallifrey.
Coordinates systems are something we are all intuitively used to; forwards/backwards,
left/right, up/down are the instructions we use to navigate the world as if it rests on a
Cartesian plane. However, these are not the only instructions we could use. Polar
coordinates work by saying from your starting point move a distance r out and then walk so
that you make an angle theta with the base line. We also have parabolic and spherical polar
coordinates.
Doctor Who is famed for nonsensical scientific jargon so you can imagine my surprise
when upon researching for this article I discovered that mathematicians actually do use
binary coordinates. Binary numbers are numbers written in base 2. We usually work in
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base 10, so that as you move from right to left, each digit in the number is represent how
many of that power of 10 we have: the 1s column, the 10s column, the 100s column etc. In
base 2 it is the exact same but instead of powers of 10 we work in powers of 2 so we have
the 1 column, the 2’s column, the 4’s column etc. For example, in binary the number 19 (1
ten and 9 ones) becomes 10011 (1 sixteen, 0 eights, 0 fours, 1 two and 1 one). We use this
relation between binary and base 10 in binary coordinates. If we have a square array of
dots and label each dot with a whole number, we can convert those numbers into binary
form and then rearrange them using a linear transformation which switches around the
digits in the binary number. Converting back to base 10 will show where the dots in the
array have been moved by the linear transformation. Using binary coordinates is a useful
way of describing objects and how they change when we apply transformations to them.
This is a horrendous simplification of some very complicated maths, but I hope you can
see that they can be very useful.

Time Heist
I could continue this article forever but will end with a word about Time Heist. In this
episode, the Doctor has the unenviable task of trying to rob the safest bank in the galaxy.
The bank is guarded by a telepathic creature called the Teller who can instantly detect if a
person entering the bank has the intention of robbing it. It is because of this that the
Doctor cannot simply warp in using the TARDIS and then warp out with the swag.
Thinking of this problem from a different perspective gives us (and writers Steve
Thompson and Steven Moffat) the solution. It transpires that it is just another version of
the ‘Crossing the River’ problem. In this case the Teller is the wolf, the Doctor is the goats
and the stash is the cabbages. In the problem we carefully row the boat backwards and
forwards (I bet most of us have done so whilst playing Professor Layton), but in the show
the solution replaces each crossing of the river with the Doctor and friends remembering a
part of the plan and undertaking the appropriate action.
As no-one knows the entire plan at once they can’t be
caught for having criminal intent.

A reward for readers
So, from the TARDIS to Time Heist, I hope you can see
that the mathematical secrets of Doctor Who are also
bigger on the inside. If you want to find out more about
recreational (and not so recreational) mathematics, I can
highly recommend the Numberphile YouTube channel
but for now I shall leave you with your badge of
mathematical excellence. Well done!
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Song
for
Murray
Ian Bayley ventures to the heart of Oxford student debating to hear Murray
Gold (above right) talk about his career, influences, and Donald Trump
MURRAY GOLD WAS COMING TO THE OXFORD UNION, I WAS GOING TO MEET HIM, AND IT
ALL MADE ME FEEL A LITTLE BIT NERVOUS. For me, Doctor Who is not about the logic of the
plots (just as well, I hear some of you say). It's a sensation I get when acting, script, visuals,
and direction all come together to create perfect moment after perfect moment. And every
time this has happened, since 2005, the fifth element of Murray Gold's music has
underscored it, in such an unforgettable manner that just to hear (or even to hum) the
tiniest snatch of it in isolation brings the first four elements back into my mind and I feel I
am watching Doctor Who again even when there's nothing in front of my eyes. So on my
bus ride, as I contemplated the aching strings that accompanied Scooti Melista's floating
body (The Impossible Planet), the fidgety but cold synth beat of a stroll around Gliese 581d
(Smile), and all the Doctor and companion leitmotifs, it was as if I, like the Doctor-Donna,
had the whole universe in my head.

Original questions
When I arrived for the meet and greet, James (Ashworth) and Francis (Stojsavljevic)
were already there, while Hannah (Taylor) was coming later. As I tried to size up the nonWhovians (who weren't music students either) somehow here to see a guy best known for
his Who work and to reassure them we could talk about other things (if other things
existed) James and I joked about how terrible it would be if we couldn't think of original
questions to ask. As we then discussed details of favourite Gold-en moments, and Francis
helpfully and knowledgeably informed us that Murray had written much music for The
Day of the Doctor that hadn't been used, it dawned on me that minutiae would be my main
tool to save us all from unoriginality. And then, after I resolved to tell him that he was the
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person who made The Rings of Akhaten watchable, and quite a bit later than planned it
seemed, he arrived.
The first question came from me: ‘How much say do you have over where your music is
used. Do you lay on each individual instance of ‘I am the Doctor’ and ‘A Good Man’
yourself?’. Quite a lot of control was the answer, except for the one time he certainly
didn't. Bringing in Francis for my follow-up (after Chris Zabilowicz, the President of the
Union, piped up with something crowd-involving like ‘Doctor Who is a great piece of
music’) we learned how disappointed Murray was when his ‘Song for Four’ was not used
for the Curator/Eleven scene in The Day of the Doctor. (Later it was used for the
Clara/Eleven scene of Deep Breath.) After the ritual of one-by-one photos during which
James smoothly incremented our membership tally mid-pose, we went into the Goodman
Library for the speech.

Bildungsroman
Murray spent the first three minutes of our rapt attention saying how much he adored
Christopher Hitchens, the single person he most associates with the Oxford Union. I
imagined this as trolling William Shaw, who had spoken on The Rings of Akhaten and
New Atheism to some members of WhoSoc a few weeks before. He sought to explain how
he got to be the person he is today: a Bildungsroman, as he put it. He described his
boyhood nights nervously reciting a prayer to God and stumbling over the words, and his
25p music lessons from a piano teacher in his native Portsmouth. He recalled the moment
he was startled into awareness of what music could do at the age of thirteen, by hearing
David Bowie’s ‘Fame’, and how further exploration of Bowie led to the first few seconds of
‘Space Oddity’ capturing his imagination. He looked further back, to the fascist-baiting
escapades of his family in the East End of London in the 1930s. He then went forward
again, to his days at Cambridge (Corpus Christi, late 1980s, History) going to no lectures
at all and making funk music. And, having got to his early twenties, he stopped because he
had overrun and there was time for only three questions.
Fortunately, there was not the forest of hands I had expected and I managed ask one:
‘Since Doctor Who is part of a single (broken) fifty-four-year-long story, how do you
compare your work to other great Doctor Who composers of the past like Dudley
Simpson, Mark Ayres, or Roger Limb?’ Murray rejected the idea of ranking composers for
the series given that they were all working at different times to different briefs, but he did
express his appreciation for Dudley Simpson whom he’d met in Australia and who had
given him useful advice.

Socialising
On my way out, I found Peter (Lewin-Jones) and told him that Murray Gold was
amazing company face-to-face and was going into the bar. We grabbed Matthew
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(Kilburn), stood for an age in silence while we bought drinks, a few feet from where he sat
with only Chris the Union President keeping him company as host. We finally got served a
fraction of a minute before another group joined them.
Murray had described in his talk an obsession with knowing whether the universe is
benevolent and he explained that this was part of the appeal of the Doctor for him,
because this powerful man was benevolent, always caring about justice and always
standing up for the oppressed. He described how the time signature of ‘I am the Doctor’,
introduced in The Eleventh Hour, had suited the ungainly walk of Matt Smith and how
Steven Moffat had expected that ‘I am the Doctor’ would continue after Matt’s departure,
but Murray realised that Peter Capaldi’s portrayal of the Doctor would be more flinty and
so the more serious theme ‘A Good Man’ was written.

Murray lives in the United States and naturally there were people who wanted to talk
about the experience of living under the presidency of Donald Trump. Talking about
Trump for most people of (small 'l') liberal persuasion is like picking at a scab. The more
you summon up your fury at the people stupid enough to back him, the more you think
about your own impotence and kill your own mood. It was clearly going to be necessary to
talk about Trump, however, in order to have any chance of not talking about Trump, so I
found an easy way in by calling out from my seated position when they were discussing
the most ideal ignominious end to his presidency. When last orders were rung, he invited
us round to the Randolph Hotel where he was staying. Eventually, the conversation
strayed away from Donald Trump. The discussion of religion made possible an involved
question from me about The Rings of Akhaten. Matthew and Murray talked about their
shared love of history, Matthew’s ancestral roots in the Newcastle area (shared with
Murray’s wife) and memories of a cousin of Murray’s whom Matthew knew.
Murray enjoyed sharing his thoughts on the show as a fellow fan. He’s clearly dedicated
to the series and the music which he writes for it. It’s also sobering to hear the insight of
someone in the industry on ideas
popular with some fans, such as that
sixty-minute episodes would instantly
solve what they think are pacing
issues.
When the time came well after
midnight for us to thank each other
for a pleasant evening, I made very
sure that my last words to him were to
thank him for writing all that
Murray kindly joined us for this early hours group picture:
beautiful music.
from left to right, Matthew, Murray, Peter and Ian!
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Photographs by Matthew Kilburn, except for the group photograph by Ian Bayley

Donald Trump

Inhaling Vesuvius

Matthew Kilburn apologises to the household gods
after finding that he has a page to fill

Background: Detail from Vesuvius Erupting by J.C. Dahl (1788-1856), 1826, commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Vesuvio#/media/File:Johan_Christian_Claussen_Dahl_001.jpg

REVISITING THE FIRES OF POMPEII REMINDED ME HOW WELL-CRAFTED AN EPISODE IT IS. There’s a great amount of
detail to enjoy, from young Soothsayer Karen Gillan’s vowels – even rounder than her stare – to the
nods to popular culture alongside ancient history and the myriad pasts of Doctor Who…

The references to Donna’s (and the Doctor’s) language being Celtic firstly appeals to a BBC
sense of British identity, appealing to a common Celtic stratum across the nation of four nations.
However, it also becomes specifically Welsh, and especially a self-parodying BBC Cymraeg-Welsh,
with Caecilius’s remark ‘There’s lovely.’
Was Phil Cornwell’s stallholder a more deliberate David-Jason-as-Del-Trotter impression at
one stage? The ‘Lovely jubbly’ line is still a little forced.
I still have trouble with Evelina’s name as this is a Latinization from Irish. Perhaps (given Peter
Capaldi’s background) Caecilius is descended from Irish settlers on the Clyde who then made
their way to Italy, and he’s given Evelina this cognomen.
The casting of Francesca Fowler as Evelina and Francois Pandolfo as Quintus is of course done
with more of an eye to the contemporary than the classical. Both are well-built, almost
statuesque, but not aristocratically remote. While having something of the teen soap about
them, they feel more believable than the inhabitants of a Hollyoaks calendar. [I wrote this before
Doctor Who cast two Hollyoaks alumni for the 2018 season.] They, as much as Tracey Childs’s Metella
(a casting recalling her appearance in 1980s boatbuilding soap Howards’ Way) help accent the
Caecilius household as the aspirational everyfamily.
The ‘Positions!’ scene where the family believe Quintus’s disrespect for the household gods
has brought vengeance from the heavens is as good as or better a representation of an historic
belief system than anything in The Aztecs.
Having gone to such trouble to set up the TARDIS telepathic circuits, the episode presents us
with a conundrum in the Doctor’s exchange of obscurantist nonsense with Lucius Petrus
Dextrus. ‘I concede that every sun must set… and yet the son of the father must also rise.’ This
pun works in English, but not in Latin. It might have worked in some Germanic languages of the
day, though not (checking the internet) in Gothic. So, in which language does Lucius hear the
Doctor’s words? Or is this a sign of psychic powers enhanced by the Pyroviles and the time rift?
While the Doctor’s excuse for Donna’s ignorance about the role of city augur – ‘She’s from
Barcelona’ – firstly recalls Basil and Manuel in Fawlty Towers, given the Doctor’s description of the
residents of the planet Barcelona in The Parting of the Ways, this is both appropriate (as Donna
has failed to sniff out Lucius’s position from the context) and potentially very insulting.
The tale of a city whose leaders are in thrall to a cult of its own mightiness, and listen to the
promises of false gods whose secret agenda only becomes clear as the city’s inhabitants are
converted has aged very well in the nine years since this episode was first broadcast.
The seventeen-year period in which the Pyroviles have been reconstituting themselves
through Vesuvius and the people of Pompeii begins with the historical earthquake of 62AD.
‘Thank you, that’s all I needed to know.’ The Doctor isn’t yet the Time Lord Victorious, and
needs to give himself permission to intervene.
Donna knowing that it’s not safe for the Pompeiians to escape to the beach gives her some
pleasing authority and emphasises she has a moral toughness, not just a shouty tendency.
Caecilius coins volcano about 1300 years too early, by my reading of OED.
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‘Nice Guy or Utter
Bastard?’

In the beginning (well, not really) was the Moffat, and the Moffat was playing
fast and loose with continuity from the start. James Ashworth reflects on
Steven Moffat’s first published Doctor Who story
THE END OF STEVEN MOFFAT’S RUN ON DOCTOR WHO
OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK BACK TO HIS FIRST
PUBLISHED DOCTOR WHO FICTION. Continuity Errors

appeared in a Doctor Who anthology from Virgin
Publishing, Decalog 3: Consequences, in 1996. It
featured the Seventh Doctor visiting a library.
Mundane enough, it seems. But from that library, a
series of events would occur that would change the
future of the Doctor himself. Within the fiction, the
Doctor was enabled to end a war and save a species.
Outside it, a major consequence for the future of
Doctor Who was that the ideas featured in this book
would come back to the fore once Moffat became
showrunner, particularly those embodied in his
flagship character, River Song.

What happens?
The story is framed in the form of a lecture at
Luna University about the Doctor, interspersed with
the main narrative. Like most visitors, the Doctor
arrives at the Library of New Alexandria because he
wishes to read a book. However, the Librarian,
Andrea Talwinning, is unwilling to let him have the
Decalog 3: Consequences book cover, Virgin
Publishing, 1996. Cover painting by Colin
particular book he seeks. As such, the Doctor begins
Howard. Cover design by Slatter-Anderson.
to influence Andrea’s life using time travel, subtly at
first, and then making more and more dramatic
changes as the world is restructured around them. At first, he doubles as one of her teachers. He
later convinces her husband not to abandon her, and then intervenes to save her daughter from an
alien attack. But while they are now good friends, her principles still prevent her from lending the
book. So he goes back to her days when she was being augmented to become a librarian, and now
the two strands of the story come together, with the Doctor taking over from the lecturer (Professor
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Candy) in order to convince the crowd of the benefits of lending books to your friends, rather than
the dangers of himself. It’s a nice idea, one that is interesting yet not too complicated as some of
Moffat’s later stories would become. It also does a great job of showing the character of the Seventh
Doctor at the peak of his manipulative abilities. What could you possibly do to stop someone who
can change you into a form that suits them without you realising? Perhaps the title of the lecture
sums it up best. ‘Doctor Who–Nice Guy or Utter Bastard?’

Forest of the Read
The story is very reminiscent of Douglas Adams in that it takes an everyday object or activity and
makes it extraordinary. In this case, a simple act of borrowing a book from a library becomes a
Herculean task that must be achieved for the greater good. The library itself, grown to the size of a
planet, is warped into a place that can both save and destroy, as seen through the Doctor’s attempts
to stop genocide. This idea would later reappear in Silence of the Library/Forest of the Dead, where a
home of learning becomes a house of horror in the shadow of the Vashta Nerada. The institution
behind the Library of New Alexandria is also a beast, making treaties with other species in order to
maintain their supply of books, and carefully censoring texts which might endanger those
agreements. This library, while a repository for all the books of the universe, does not make them
available for all, but only allows access to what benefits itself. With the Librarian as a dictator, it’s a
corrupt system all the way down, with bribes of beaches and books providing further enticement for
the library to repress the more ‘unfortunate’ moments of history.

Ding-dong Merrily (or not)
A Christmas Carol is also heavily indebted to Continuity Errors, with a clear symmetry between
the Eleventh Doctor changing Sardick’s views and the Seventh Doctor changing Andrea’s. While
there is a bit of sprucing up around the edges, particularly the influence of Sardick’s father, and an
increased role for romance, the stories follow the same lines. The Doctor, in order to save the day,
must go back in time to change someone hostile into a person who will be friends with him in the
present. Along the way he gives them a relationship and other people lives they would never have
had, in the form of Andrea’s husband and daughter for Continuity Errors, and through to Abigail in
A Christmas Carol. As for River Song, her backstory, featuring Professor Candy and Luna University, is already partly in place. In many respects she becomes a more timeywimey version of the
Seventh Doctor’s New Adventures companion Bernice Summerfield. River’s relationship with the
Doctor, inextricably shaped by time travel, also echoes Andrea’s, though they diverge in quite
different directions. Continuity Errors also anticipates another Andrea, admittedly not created by
Steven Moffat. She is Andrea Yates, Sarah Jane’s childhood friend who died after falling from a pier.
She too had time changed around her, after the intervention of the Trickster. The Seventh Doctor
has long been identified by commentators as the Trickster Doctor.

The Reader Falls
When I first read Continuity Errors, I was confused. Titles of books changed, characters acted
differently, history was warped. Then I understood that Continuity Errors is not just a good title, but
the DNA of this story. And it makes you realise just how time travel can affect things, how the whole
of the Doctor’s life is just one continuity error after another, as people are changed by the effects of
his interventions. Would I recommend you read Continuity Errors? Certainly.
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THE DOCTOR’S SUMMARY
As told – recited? sung? – to John Salway
We started off in Brighton, putting on our suntan lotion
When Romana killed K-9 with a beach ball and the ocean
We made it to Argolis and it did seem very classy
Despite numerous run-ins with Argolins and Foamasi
I was nearly aged to death, I’m lucky to be alive
Next time I’ll be more careful when I’m in the Leisure Hive
Romana’s pretty smart, but she knows that I’m the boss
I’m prickly and sharp, like that rather nasty Meglos
Not many people noticed him, he is quite good at sneakin’
He’s that cactus thing that tried to steal the Dodecahedron
He looked just like me but was not a nice fella
We stopped him after fleeing from the planet Tigella
Then suddenly, we fell straight through a charged vacuum emboitement
We met Adric; a mighty pain for which there is no ointment
As nasty creatures slowly started rising from the marsh
Romana got to meet all Adric’s friends, and brother Varsh
She was bitten by the spiders, while I met with the Deciders
And when his brother died, Adric stowed aboard behind us
We next landed upon a land demolished by the Wasting
Where poor townsfolk were often chosen for a random tasting
The Three Who Rule had nearly won and raised the Great Vampire
To stop them I climbed up their tower ‘til I could climb no higher
The final rocket worked and I had soon blown them away
Pierced vampires through the heart to leave them in State of Decay
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Our final stop in E-Space was the grand Warriors’ Gate
It wasn’t hard to leave; all we had to do was wait
Romana met a Tharil, who was quite over a barrel
So she had to leave without all of her fabulous apparel
As for Adric and I, well, we had to make a dash
We had nearly got ourselves caught in the back-blast backlash
Rorvik was mad, he had thought that I was bluffing
I think he never learned about the right kind of nothing
We crossed back into N-Space, and look who was waiting there
Some bloke they call the Keeper, and his rather fancy chair
We met a girl called Nyssa, and her father who was Tremas
But very soon, a scary talking statue came between us
To be blunt, I discovered their security was lacking
And even evil statues could become Keeper of Traken!
Now, peoples of the universe, please attend carefully
This is how I saved the universe from entropy
I met a new companion with a fancy occupation
But air hostesses can’t help with block transfer computation
The Master snuck on board, and I tried to put a stop to this
Unfortunately, our next destination was Logopolis
He mucked things up and promptly caused a galactic catastrophe
By killing Logopolitans quite swiftly with his TCE
The Watcher brought back Nyssa, I had barely time to miss her
When she tried to strangle Adric, who didn’t want to kiss her?
We raced right back to Earth, suffering the Master’s bantery
Where I was dropped a hundred feet from a rotating gantry!
They thought that I was dead, but of course they were all wrong
They didn’t know that I was the Watcher all along!
‘That’s the end of that,’ said a
voice they had not heard
before…’
Christopher H. Bidmead,
Doctor Who - Logopolis

Not the Pharos Project! The Lovell Telescope parked for maintenance,
Jodrell Bank Observatory. Picture by Benjamin Shaw, geograph.org
(CC BY-SA 2.0)
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Actually, it’s me again. On
behalf of all of us who made
this issue, thanks for reading.
Tides of Time will return, as
the saying might go.
Enquiries and submissions to
the editorial address on page
two.
Matthew
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